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The Annual Report was first published in 2005, and its main 

purpose is to inform and provide a report to all key stakeholders 

of the St. Andrew’s community, as well as to summarize the 

achievements, objectives and challenges in the school agenda.
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JUST ANOTHER YEAR IN THE LIFE OF THE SCHOOL, OR A SPECIAL YEAR?

Few educational institutions in Argentina have the privilege of celebrating their 175th anniversary. 
We are very proud to have reached this milestone, which makes us say thank you to those who 
preceded us and challenges us to plan and follow the path ahead, upholding the same values and 
principles as our founding fathers.

We can proudly say 2012 was a good year because we fully lived up to our mission.

We want to mention the excellent work carried out by our Headmaster, Mr. Gabriel Rshaid and his 
leading team in the management of the daily tasks and the cultural transformation of the school.

2012 was also a year of transitions, with the arrival of Mrs. Sarah Howling to the Secondary School 
in the position of Head, as well as the appointment of Mrs. Moira Lutteral de Mc Callum as Head 
of Punta Chica. We take this opportunity to acknowledge the over thirty years of commitment  and 
hard work  of Ms. Diana Maclean to whom we wish the very best for her retirement.

Staff development at St. Andrew’s was further extended, and this is an asset which sets us apart and 
makes us stand out, but is not always reflected in its totality in our communications to the community.
We maintained good performance in the academic, extracurricular and pastoral areas. We also want 
to highlight our achievements in sports and physical development. 

Innovation and creativity were present in the Information Technology, Administration, Human 
Resources and Facility Management workgroups. The initiative for change achieved by these teams 
speaks of world-class processes.  We cannot but foreground the silent work of the security staff and 
cleaning and maintenance teams who cooperate day by day. 

During 2012 the school’s culture was reaffirmed; a culture based on the value of people, and on 
integrity, effort and responsibility as the only right way of doing things.

As in all life cycles, there were beginnings and ends; some started at SASS and others finished their 
stage here. Our thanks go to those who after many years of close collaboration with the school, have 
started their retirement and are adapting to a new phase.

As regards the new campus, 2012 will be remembered as the year when the building began. We 
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started to move the soil, mark out playing fields, mark inner roads and install pipe work. The Punta 
Chica facilities entered a sales process, but this could not be concluded due to external factors. 
Teachers and architects, together in an infrastructure committee, worked on the guidelines for the 
future buildings. 

During 2013 we shall continue with the construction of the Sports Pavilion, the infrastructure for 
roads, the sport-fields will be seeded for grass and the synthetic fields will be installed, with an aim 
to inaugurate the playing fields for the 2014 school year. 

A lot of intense work has gone into the planning for the 175th anniversary. These are the occasions 
where we must reaffirm our identity, honour the past, celebrate the current achievements and face 
challenges for the future. 

What is important for the future? It is not the quantity of years gone by that guarantee a promising 
future. It will not be the construction of modern buildings, nor the massive incorporation of 
technology that will make us a flagship for Latin American schools. This will be achieved by building 
an educational framework which takes into account the individuality of each student, strives for the 
development of staff, balances the academic and pastoral education and encourages the students 
to become citizens who will make a difference in our country.

We want to acknowledge and thank the work of the APESA parents, the members of Fundación 
San Andrés and our colleagues and co-workers at the Club San Andrés, as well as the parents who 
entrust us with their children’s formation. 

It is my prayer for God to continue watching over us, guiding us and making us strong to accomplish 
the educational mission we have been assigned.

Alberto Ermili
Chair, School Committee
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Headmaster’s Letter 
In a world that is increasingly interconnected, and where there are so many almost overwhelming 
stimuli that compete for the attention of everybody, we are aware of the importance of communicating 
what we do at school as a way to highlight our most important values and principles.

In that context, our annual report, now into its 8th Edition, serves as an objective account of school 
activities and projects, a narrative description of what we consider to be the salient highlights of the 
year that has gone by. Amongst them, you will find that there are an important number of references 
in the ensuing text to professional learning or professional development, that is, the activities that 
staff and ourselves engage in so as to continue learning.

Within the new knowledge paradigm that calls for lifelong learning to be the ultimate objective of 
the school system, all of us adults need to embody a learning mindset and we realize that we cannot 
inspire our students to be lifelong learners unless we do it ourselves. We strongly believe in the need 
to create a professional learning community, so that teachers and the rest of the staff and school 
make true on the very principles upon we wish to reform our curriculum.

We are very pleased to report that such activities continue to grow at the school, being a flagship trait 
of our educational project, and that, every year, more and more of our staff participate in conferences, 
present both locally and abroad, and take advantage of these opportunities to continue learning, 
learning which is subsequently shared with the other staff members through internal meetings and 
professional development.

When attending international conferences, we are very grateful to be exposed to the latest trends 
regarding education, state-of-the-art technology development, ideas, thoughts, and works of 
leading educational thinkers and authors, and, even more importantly, to interact with educators 
from all over the world and learn from their own good practice. St. Andrew’s as a school has a well-
known reputation of being a leader in education development, and, over the last few years, we have 
already established a presence at several international venues and forums.

After having so many of our teachers attend and present, literally all over the world, as well as hosting 
teachers from leading schools as per our exchange programmes, there are several overarching 
conclusions that I think would be valuable to highlight as a way to precede the reading of the articles 
in this report.

• Professional development trends have moved from a one-size-fits-all approach of the standard 
solution to curriculum development into recognizing that every school is its own unique environment, 
and that teachers can delve upon established principles of good practice but they are, themselves, 
the ones who would best determine what works for their students directly related to the school 
mission and vision.
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• Standardized testing continues to be the flagship descriptor and benchmark for schools all over 
the world, even though thinkers, authors, and educators themselves are explicitly aware that, in most 
cases, these examinations only measure some dimensions of learning process, and that there are 
many much more important instances of school life that cannot be measured.

• There is a need to reconvert school curriculum very profoundly so as to provide for the learning of 
21st century skills that include technological literacy.

• More than ever, there is a conscience that a whole child education, one that caters for not only the 
academic but also the social, personal, emotional and spiritual development of children, is the right 
path for schools.

• The carrots and sticks model which traditionally has been embodied at schools via a rewards and 
punishment system is no longer understood as a powerful catalyst for child development. A growth 
mindset, one that targets intrinsic motivation, even though much harder to achieve, lies at the heart 
of our conception of education as an agent for positive change.

• Our school features a good balance between academic and nonacademic activities, the wide offer 
of extracurricular activities, the general atmosphere at the school, and level of proficiency attained by 
our students, who are not English native speakers, when they perform in standardized examinations. 
International visitors at our school, including practitioners, speakers and authors, invariably leave the 
school with a very positive opinion.

• Our students are receiving a very broad education that caters to high international standards, and, 
if they take advantage of the multiple opportunities supplied by the school, they graduate not only 
with good academic credentials but also with a well-rounded education that prepares them well for 
the eclectic and unpredictable 21st century scenario.

We are very far from where we want to be, and, if anything, I am sure that the succeeding articles 
will hint at the need to improve in several areas, in a healthy mindset that speaks of our generalized 
work ethic and a natural human trend to see our shortcomings and attempt to address them. But, at 
the same time, if anything, this increased exposure to other schools, other venues and educational 
trends regarding education also serves to reinforce that we should be rightly proud of our school, our 
students, our staff and our community, and that, even if there are problems, limitations, constraints 
and other obstacles to overcome, St. Andrew’s remains, on the verge of its 175th anniversary, true to 
its mission and fundamental values.

Gabriel Rshaid
Headmaster

St. Andrew’s Scots School was established by a group of Scottish settlers determined to educate 
their children in their mother tongue, their culture and their faith.  On the 1st of September, 1838, 
thirteen years after the arrival of those settlers, a tiny school was opened in the Presbyterian Church, 
at 55 Piedras St. in the city of Buenos Aires. The first pupils were girls, but the school rapidly became 
co-educational.

The founders sought to integrate Christian faith and practice with academic distinction. In their 
eyes, education was an instrument of moral training, directed to its highest purpose when made 
not merely an exercise of the mind but a training of opinion, disposition and habits.  In character, 
undoubtedly, lie the essential elements of human happiness or human misery.

In 1885, the opening of Avenida de Mayo led to the pulling down of the Scottish Church building.  
The growing school was moved to the district of Barracas on 530 Ituzaingó St., near Constitución 
station, where it catered, as proudly stated, for 135 pupils drawn from diverse nationalities: Scottish, 
English, Irish, French, Spanish, Italian and Argentine. 

St. Andrew’s Origins

INSTITUTIONAL INFORMATION
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Some of the well remembered Headmasters of the school in those early days were Rev. William 
Brown, Rev. James Smith, J.W. Fleming, whose legacy has long been remembered, and, for a 
short period, Alexander Watson Hutton, who has gone down in Argentine history as the pioneer of 
football in the country.  In 1947, with the continual migration of the English-speaking community to 
the northern suburbs, the school was moved to Olivos. The premises at 550 Nogoyá St. were, in fact, 
inaugurated as St. Andrew’s All-boys School.

Over the years, St. Andrew’s became firmly inserted in the wider Argentine community and, in order 
to teach children whose mother tongue was not English, St. Andrew’s English Kindergarten was 
inaugurated in Olivos in 1963. Subsequently, St. Andrew’s Scots School for Girls was opened in 1966 
with the vision of preparing women to take up careers of their own choice.  In 1980 School authorities 
decided to turn co-educational again, for which the Boys’ and Girls’ Schools were fully merged. That 
same year, a second site for the Primary School and Kindergarten was inaugurated in Punta Chica in 
order to cater for a growing student body.

In keeping with its long experience of striving for quality and improvement in teaching successive 
generations of students, in 1988 St. Andrew’s moved into the field of higher education and opened 
the Universidad de San Andrés (University of St. Andrew’s), with the view of bringing innovative 
ideas into Argentina’s educational field and offering a broad and challenging education to a diverse 
and talented student body.

St. Andrew’s has now grown to be a school of approximately 1900 students who receive a fully 
bilingual education. All its students are expected to complete seven IGCSE exams (Cambridge 
University) in Year 10 and receive an International Baccalaureate Diploma in their last year at school. 
This challenging education prepares its graduates to enter excellent universities all around the world 
and, above all, provides them with the disposition and habits to be acknowledged as thoughtful and 
caring citizens.

MISSION STATEMENT
The mission looks ahead towards the future describing what is expected from its graduates, 
articulating the principal aims of its educational model, providing guidance to management and 
staff in their daily work, as well as a strong sense of identity.

Mission Statement & Statement of Values

St. Andrew’s Scots School aims to graduate responsible citizens committed to serving 
Argentina and contributing to its equitable development through a well-balanced, 
bilingual education which meets high international standards and fosters a joy for learning.

Pupils are taught to inquire deeply, work responsibly and care for others, themselves 
and the environment.  We build their character in a diverse and respectful community, 
expecting high standards of discipline and commitment, supporting them to reach their 
full potential and nurturing their intellectual, emotional, physical and spiritual dimensions.

The ethic and moral foundations of St. Andrew’s Scots School are anchored in its 
Presbyterian Heritage, rooted in the Sacred Scriptures.

STATEMENT OF VALUES
As a community, which seeks the flourishing of all its members within and beyond the School, St. 
Andrew’s Scots School affirms its commitment to enshrine certain ideals throughout all teaching, 
administrative and organisational activities.  The first of these is consideration for the needs, rights, 
interests and feelings of each person; a steady disposition to treat others as we ourselves would wish 
to be treated.  This is enshrined in the universal precept of the ‘Golden Rule’, the practical habit of 
“loving our neighbours as ourselves”.  The active expression of this attitude is characterised by such 
virtues as:

These virtues need to be espoused in a spirit of openness as commitment to them calls for discovery 
and renewal in our life as members of the community.

Integrity, Respect, Responsability

INSTITUTIONAL INFORMATION

St. Andrew’s Origins
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Traditionally, our Annual Report features news and highlights from all the different sectors, in an 
attempt to objectively present the salient events of the year that has gone by. The reading of such 
sections provides, hopefully, not only a detailed account of the most important things that take 
place at the school, but also a global picture of how the school is focusing its development and 
progress these years.

The following paragraphs will attempt to summarize, in a sort of overarching view, the direction in 
which the school is trying to grow in terms of its overall educational project, targeting the multiple 
dimensions referred to in our school mission. The idea is not to repeat the factual accounts that will 
be found in the different reports from the various sectors of the school, but rather to contextualize 
that information within the general strategic intention of such initiatives and projects.

Traditionally, our school has had a trademark trait in its academic excellence, a fundamental 
part of our teaching and learning programme which we still seek to keep at the highest 
possible standards. But, in parallel, we were aware of the need to further develop the pastoral 
side of our school life, in ways that target the full development of our students, nurturing their 
personal and spiritual dimensions, within the context of a 21st century scenario that requires, 
more than ever, a well-rounded education.

Over the last few years, related initiatives that target personal and spiritual development have 
grown within all sectors of the school, with a particular emphasis in the Secondary School 
where a good number of very specific projects have been developed, including retreats, more 
service learning opportunities, and The Seekers.

Strategic Plan - Highlights

PASTORAL CARE

A fundamental dimension of our education is related to the parent community, and, as 
such, APESA, representing the parent body, has grown immensely in providing increased 
opportunities for participation to all members of the community, and generating a number 
of initiatives to that effect. Most notably, the Red de Padres has constituted a tremendous 
effort to provide a venue for families to discuss issues that are related to parenting, as well as 
develop bonds amongst them which will help them in sharing their experiences. 
 

APESA / PARENT COMMUNITY

Despite a very complex economic situation, and increasing difficulties in terms of costs, 
we greatly value the support provided by our families to the proposed educational trips, 
comprising sports tours, choir and band, as well as study trips and camping outings.

These full-time education experiences constitute some of the most memorable moments of 
our students’ experience at the school, as attested repeatedly by them when they graduate, 
and also make true on the promise of a continuous education that provides both students and 
staff with the opportunity to interact with each other beyond the confines of the classroom, in 
real life education experiences that enhance the learning in ways that result in very significant 
and relevant educational opportunities.

At a time in which globalization has become not just another new skill to be learned, but 
much rather a fundamental ability that students need to develop in order to thrive in within an 
interconnected globalized world, it becomes increasingly important to be able to expose our 
students to interactions with other cultures, and, whenever possible, to experience firsthand 
an immersion within a different environment.

It is for that reason that we have increased and supported a good number of educational 
exchanges that involve students of the school as well as staff members, with the goal of 
broadening their educational experience in ways that target a more internationally minded 
view of education.

TOURS

EXCHANGES

Other initiatives have included recognizing teachers on Teachers’ Day and the traditional and 
very valuable support in terms of vocational mentoring which is done through the Jornada de 
Orientación Profesional as well as the internships programme that allows our students to gain 
an invaluable experience in the real-life work environment.
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Strategic Plan - Highlights

Closely related to the previous paragraph, the school has invested substantially in laptops, 
tablets, and other technological devices seeking to expand their presence beyond the 
computer laboratories.

These initiatives that target deploying technology for learning with in the classrooms have 
grown in quantity and intensity, and their staff members are continually investigating and 
redefining their pedagogical approach to make good use of technology for learning, opening 
up unprecedented opportunities for learning and higher engagement for the students.

our pedagogy to the latest findings regarding the inner workings of the brain. Every year 
School staff attend professional development opportunities both locally and abroad that are 
related to neurocognition, and researchers from local universities have worked with our staff 
to pioneer such efforts for the benefit of our students.

Of all the areas that target education innovation, in particular, staying current on the latest 
developments of neuroscience constitutes a very important milestone in the development 
of any school in the 21st-century. For several years already, various sectors in the school are 
at the cutting edge of learning the application of neuroscience theories to the classroom, 
several programmes have already been implemented and are being evaluated to fine tune 

At a time in which so much is changing and education, particularly, needs to be redefined in 
the face of the new knowledge paradigm, the interconnected world and fast-paced changes 
and technological developments, we seek to foster an innovation mindset in our school.

Our staff engage in state-of-the-art professional development and are encouraged to 
innovate in and out of the classroom, both through our own internal innovative educational 
projects contest as well as presenting papers and projects at international conferences. This 
has resulted in that St. Andrew’s is one of the leading schools in these matters and is widely 
recognized as being at the forefront of current educational practice.

The ability to innovate has become an essential trait for any school, since it is valuable per se 
as an effort to stay abreast of the latest changes, and also to embody a mindset of learning 
that needs to be transmitted to students is the best testimonial for their own development 
once they leave school.

TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT

NEUROSCIENCE

In parallel with an increased awareness of the need to develop the whole child, service 
learning initiatives at the school have grown substantially, thus providing our students with 
numerous opportunities to help other families in need, within a model that targets sustainable 
development as a way to impact the future of our country.

One of our greatest sources of pride is that not only our school students continued to dedicate 
substantial time and energy to developing a social conscience, but that our young former 
pupils, through Minkai and other projects, are also making service one of their own strongest 
priorities after graduating from school, thus reinforcing the strength of our community ethos.

The new knowledge paradigm that has moved from a pedagogy of poverty to one of infinite 
abundance requires that completely new skills need to be learned in order to become full-
fledged lifelong learners in the context of the 21st-century challenge to education.

All throughout the different sectors of the school, a profound revision is in place, starting from 
internal discussions and study sessions from the Leadership Team in the school, to be able to 
infuse 21st-century learning experiences all throughout the school, while, at the same time, 
keep in the academic rigour and the strength of our curriculum as well as continuing to obtain 
excellent results in the international examinations that we sit for.

This far-reaching and profound transformation targets no less than attempting to provide 
a more personalized curriculum that lets each and every child in the school rise up to their 
full potential, find their passion and excel at their chosen fields within their learning styles 
and abilities, playing to their strengths whilst at the same time overcoming their weaknesses 
through determination and hard work.

SERVICE LEARNING INITIATIVES

21ST CENTURY LEARNING

INNOVATION
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Finally, as this Annual Report stands as a self evident example, we are attempting to upgrade 
all of our communications to the community, taking advantage of social networks, new media, 
and renewed opportunities to be able to highlight the most important events that take place 
at the school. The intention of improving communications is not only to be more efficient 
in letting our community know what the school is about, but also as a way to mark what is 
really transcendent within our school mission, in order to make true on the principle that 
our wonderful challenge, educating our students, is a joint one that requires that students, 
staff and also our families are embarked on a journey that shares principles and values as a 
foundation for the rest of the educational process.

COMMUNICATIONS

Infrastructure Project: New Campus
“Tradición y futuro en un único lugar”

2012 saw an intense period of activity regarding the development of the new infrastructure project 
of the school, situated in the new campus in San Fernando.

As previously informed, all preliminary documentation work had been completed at the master 
plan level, and during 2012, several teams from both the school’s governing bodies and staff 
dedicated substantial energy and time to the subsequent stages regarding administrative and legal 
proceedings, as well as the design of the first buildings in the phased sequence for the project.

In that context, the Infrastructure Committee integrated by members of the ACEESA Board, the 
School Committee and other parents and members of the community who graciously volunteered 
their time and effort to the coordination of the project, oversaw the proceedings regarding the 
development of the extensive documentation required for a project of such magnitude, the 
appointment and hiring of the project management firm, and the bidding process for the initial 
phase in the development of the project, that is, the leveling of the fields and the construction of the 
Sports Pavilion. All of the stages were successfully completed, and, well into the second semester 
of 2012, substantial progress has been made in the marking and leveling of the terrain in order to 
construct the sports grounds, as well as the initial phases in the construction of the Sports Pavilion.

At the same time, the leadership team of the Kindergarten and the Primary School were engaged 
in a semester-long effort to come up with requirements, a preliminary design, and finally complete 
their interactions with architects and designers in order to produce the definitive design of the new 
Kindergarten and Primary School. This process involved meetings and visioning sessions with all 

17
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members of staff, an analysis of the educational needs of the underlying curriculum and ideas for the 
school of the future, as well as multiple iterations to come up with the design of the learning spaces 
that will satisfy the requirements of the school’s educational project.

The design contemplates the creation, both in the Primary and the Kindergarten, of small learning 
communities, with plenty of space that accommodates formal and informal interactions so that 
students can seamlessly integrate learning into their everyday activities, within an environment that 
will stimulate learning and help them in acquiring 21st century skills.

As a follow-up to the different stages of the project master plan, the Fundraising Campaign for the 
Campus San Andrés was launched. Our first action was the “Campaña de Parquización”, which was 
greatly successful and allowed us to accomplish our fundraising goal for the landscaping of the new 
Campus (see page 53).

In parallel with that effort, the community of the St. Andrew´s Presbyterian Church (IPSA) has  
launched its own campaign to contribute with the future construction of the Auditorium, one of 
the emblematic buildings on the Campus together with the Sports Center and  the Performing Arts 
Center.

We greatly appreciate the very positive response from the St. Andrew’s community which not 
only supports but also encourages us to pursue this amazing project, which will contribute to the 
education of our future generations. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Professional development of our kindergarten teachers continued being a highlight as this reflects 

in an improvement in staff skills and competencies.

Apart from the activities listed in the Whole School Initiatives (page 41), Kidergarten staff attended: 

• A workshop on the Neuro-Cognitive Framework which provides strategies on how to recognise 

and address pupils’ strengths and weaknesses as learners.

• Mindfulness in Education

• Socio-dramatic play and the stages of imagination

• Pre-requisitos para la lectura y escritura

• Technology in the kindergarten

• Learning difficulties

• 15° Seminario Internacional “Aprendizaje y Servicio Solidario” – U.B.A.

PERSONAL AND SOCIAL EDUCATION
Mindfulness has started to be implemented in the classrooms.  A series of activities and techniques 

to help our pupils quieten down, focus and become aware of their thoughts and feelings took place.

On the same line, our Personal and Social Education programme works on breathing exercises, 

feeling the physical sensations of our emotions and learning to give a name to those emotions, 

developing children’s self-regulation and conflict resolution skills.

Kindergarten

ACTIVITIES 2012

LANGUAGE AND LITERACY
Pupils’ acquisition of Oral English continues being an area 
present at all times in the Kindergarten.  Developmentally 
appropriate practice, peer observation, mentoring and 
working in small groups were all strategies used to 
enhance and improve this area.

TECHNOLOGY - IPADS - K 5
iPads were introduced into the kindergarten to support  
and optimize our children’s learning.  Each child was able 
to work with one iPad developing mathematical skills 
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Kindergarten

and English language skills among others.  We find technology 
engaging and of high interest to our pupils.

SERVICE LEARNING
Learning through Service is a way to address curricular areas with 
our students, helping others and sharing rich learning experiences 
with them.  

Once more we carried on working on the importance of caring for 
our natural environment and looking after our resources.

Punta Chica Kindergarten together with primary and the 
community sent around one ton of paper, cardboard, plastic 
and newspapers every month to the Cooperativa El Alamo to 
recycle. Our “Tetrapaks” are collected, thus recycling them and 
aiding Cáritas. Used cooking oil is collected and donated to Taller 
Protegido Crecer, in Don Torcuato.  This oil is then converted into 
bio-diesel fuel.

We have also been collecting bottle tops for Conin Rincón de 
Milberg where a group of school mothers are volunteers.  These 
bottle tops are sold and with the proceeds they buy milk for the 
families.

Olivos Kindergarten worked with children and their families helping 
the Garrahan Hospital by bringing newspaper, bottle tops and keys 
and the Cooperativa “El Ceibo” with plastic, “tetrapaks” and all 
kinds of paper, thus creating awareness within our Community of 
ways to help others and at the same time protect our environment 
by reusing, recycling and reducing the rubbish we throw away. 
Teachers also worked on developing mathematical concepts, 
communication skills by addressing the Community with their 
campaigns, creativity and imagination through Art, and important 
values and awareness of needs through Social Studies.

Our school works on three values:  respect, responsibility and 
integrity.  During our day at school we have several opportunities 
to put these values into practice.  Specific projects are planned to 
work on with the pupils and our objective is to make them aware 

ACTIVITIES 2012

Kindergarten

of diversity and the needs of others.  We strongly believe that both the institutions we work with and 
our pupils benefit from these projects.

As a starting point Punta Chica shared  “Child’s  Day”  with Jardín de Infantes N° 907 “Jaime 
Glatstein”  enjoying a puppet show and playing together in our playground.  The 5 year olds worked 
on a joint Literacy project that was very enriching for all.  They shared different versions of “The 3 
Bears” and invented their own endings, putting their creativity into action. 

Every year teachers from the Olivos kindergarten meet with teachers from Ma. Santísima de la Luz 
School to define projects that both institutions will share and work on together throughout the year. 
This year the common goal was to work on PLAY so the five year olds brainstormed, discussed and 
produced toys with junk material and shared ideas on how to prepare and organize different games 
which they then played together when they came for a visit as a closure of the project.

As our Community fully supports our Service Learning initiatives we had two mothers who are 

biologists carrying out another project on Science with 
teachers from both kindergartens. Children explored, 
observed, predicted and learnt about the natural 
environment through simple experiments.

Our four year olds also developed their joint project 
planting seeds, taking care of them, following up their 
growth and discussing the outcome.
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DRAMATIC PLAY
The Kindergartens carried on working in enhancing the variety and the quality of socio-dramatic play.  
Cognitive skills such as problem solving, creative thinking, planning, organizing and language are 
developed through these activities, together with physical and social and emotional development.

COMMUNITY
A group of Kindergarten parents put on a play “Tropical Treasure Hunt” for our pupils and other 
kindergartens we invited.  They worked as a team, solving the problems that appeared on the way 
as well as practising to achieve a very professional end product.

The experience was very meaningful for us because it referred to environmental awareness. The 
enormous amount of donations that were collected were very useful to the Jardín de Infantes Nº 
907 “Jaime Glatstein”.
  
Spencer P” La historia de un Superhéroe.  (Theme: Making friends)
As every year our parents prepared a play for Child’s Day. We had breakfast with the children from 
Ma. Santísima de la Luz kindergarten and then we all enjoyed a very special show where friendliness 
was addressed as a very important value.

Community Service tuck shop at the Concert Shows was un by a group of parents, and our families 
raised enough money to refurbish a common room at the Ma. Santísima de la Luz Kindergarten. 

Patsy Di Nucci - Head of Olivos Kindergarten
Corinne Munck - Head of Punta Chica Kindergarten

Collaboration was the BIG word during 2012 and it was reflected in the academic areas, across sites 
and across sectors. 

At the beginning of the year, all Primary and Kindergarten teachers attended a workshop on 
Neuroscience, diligently prepared and delivered by Paula Tripodi, Learning Centre Coordinator, from 
Olivos Primary. She introduced a neurocognitive framework which established a common language 
among teachers and promoted their professional dialogue. In an atmosphere of true collegiality 
teachers created new student learning profiles in order to identify pupils’ strengths and potential 
areas in need of improvement.

Curriculum reviews continued to be important objectives for both primaries during 2012 and they 
were carried out in a spirit of cooperation across sectors. Though at different stages of development 
and displaying different end-products at the end of the year, both campuses shared the common 
need to improve the Science and Language syllabuses. This brought about several opportunities 
for professional discussions among teachers of both sites and these conversations led to classroom 
observations and spontaneous sharing of good practices.

Being wedged between the Kinder and Secondary schools, the primaries aimed for smoother 
transitions between the younger and the older students. First year students and teachers visited the 
5 year olds, they shared activities with them and invited them to play in their classrooms where they 
proudly showed them their copybooks and read out words. At the same time, the sixth year teachers 
invited their peers from Middle School to observe their lessons and they engaged in careful analysis 
of their practices.

Collaboration was also seen in the joint ventures with international learning communities represented 
by Presbyterian Day School and Colorado Academy in United States and John Paul in Australia. 
Teacher exchange proved to be an enlightening experience with direct impact on teacher practice 
and students’ motivation. The increased implementation of technology for learning at different 
levels led to the exploration of new platforms and a growing mindset of its appropriate use in every 
classroom. 

Primary School

22 23
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An enthusiastic team of fifth year students of both sites organized a football championship called 
Torneo Minkai, during which they raised funds to support professional development for teachers 
in the rural area of Palomino, Tucumán. What started as an initiative of a small group of children in 
Olivos, turned out to be a festive occasion and its success was thanks to the joint effort of a large 
body of people that worked together with the same aim in mind. Parents, former pupils, Minkai, 
Form teachers and Physical Education staff all worked together to help our pupils organise such an 
important event in a true spirit of sportsmanship, solidarity and collaboration. 

Skills of cooperation have to be taught, modeled and practised. As educators and in view of the 
demands of the 21st century, we need to bare them in the forefront of our expectations as, quoting 
Helen Keller, “Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.”

Caroline Ayling - Head of Olivos Primary
Moira L. de McCallum - Head of Punta Chica Primary 

ACTIVITIES 2012

Primary

ACTIVITIES 2012

Secondary School

2012 has been a year of transition for the Secondary School and yet it has also been one of much 
development and success. Throughout the year, students and staff participated in the myriad of 
activities that make up the rich fabric of our school. 

Our Learning through Service programme was further strengthened during the year with increased 
opportunities for Community Service in the Middle School and social projects as part of our 
citizenship curriculum. Our work with Un Techo Para Mi País was also further developed, with more 
than 50 students involved in 2012. The experiences of building nine houses and working to support 
people in extreme poverty have had a profound and lasting impact on those who participated. 

Our development continued in the area of Modern Foreign Languages and the consolidation of the 
learning of Mandarin and Portuguese. In November and December, our Year 9 and 10 students sat 
important exams which enabled their learning to be certificated at an international level. We also 
welcomed the Taiwanese Ambassador and students from the University of Taiwan to school to work 
with our students as part of a cultural exchange. These experiences continue to enrich the lives of 
our students and strengthen international mindedness. 

During this year we also forged links with John Paul College, Brisbane, Australia with the inaugural 
exchange visit taking place in 2013 with our students traveling to Australia followed by a return visit 
later in the year. 

Our students had a very successful year in competitions participating in both the Physics and Maths 

Secondary School
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Olympiads, Model United Nations, and our Senior Debating Team won the prestigious Acorn Cup. 
Following this competition, Andres Binker Cosen and Ary Attie Betesh were selected to represent 
Argentina as part of the National Team in the 25th World Schools Debating Championship in Turkey 
winning three debates and gaining so much from the experience. 
As mentioned, 2012 has been a year of transition and the Secondary School completed a three year 
development cycle in 2011. Sarah Howling joined the School as Head of Secondary at the beginning 
of the second semester and a process of learning and review began which involved consultation with 
staff, students and parents, lesson observations and walkthroughs and review of key documentation. 

Following this review, key strengths and areas for further development were identified. A new 
leadership and management structure took shape towards the end of the year with a view to develop 
a model of distributed leadership, providing a framework to support interdisciplinary and skills-based 
learning and a coherent and holistic educational experience which integrates academic, social, 
emotional and spiritual development. The leadership and organisational structure facilitates greater 
teamwork and improved strategic thinking, encourages inter-disciplinary work and knowledge, and 
greater accountability and responsibility. Key appointments to the new Leadership Team and to the 
redefined Senior Leadership Team were made in December.

The Senior Leadership comprises of the Head of Secondary, two Deputy and two Assistant Heads 
and the newly created Leadership Team includes eight key posts leading the following areas:

Languages, Literacy and Culture which incorporates Spanish, English and Modern Foreign 
Languages with a future development focus of linguistic skills, and literacy, language and cultural 
awareness. 

ACTIVITIES 2012

Secondary School
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Maths and Numeracy which will in time begin to analyse and develop mathematical skills and their 
application across the different curriculum areas. 

Science and Critical Thinking which includes Biology, Chemistry and Physics with a future 
development focus of developing critical thinking skills from a hard science perspective. 

Individuals and Societies which incorporates the subjects of Geography, History, Economics, 
Business Management and Theory of Knowledge and will work with Science in the future to develop 
critical thinking skills but from a social science perspective. 

Finally, the Learning Strand of Creativity and Performance incorporates Art, Drama, Music and 
Media and is a growing and flourishing area of school. 

The creation of the three Phase Leader positions for Phase 7 and 8, 9 and 10, and 11 and 12, 
will enable us to look carefully at the overall educational experience for students as they move 
through the different stages of Secondary and provide meaningful and targeted academic, social 
and emotional, support and develop a coherent and relevant learning experience for our students. 
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In addition, integrating the work carried out at the end of 2011 to identify areas for further 
improvement and the second semester consultation, priorities for development over the next three 
years were identified together with a detailed one year plan for 2013.

The image of a jigsaw was carefully selected to emphasise the importance of each area of school 
development individually and the integration and synergy between each area leading to a whole 
school vision and plan for improvement. An in-depth development plan was created encompassing 
these important areas. However, if we were to highlight one overall key objective for 2013 it is to 
engender a culture of learning through developing: 

• A positive climate for learning
• Independent learning and responsibility
• Engaging teaching and learning
• Student leadership and voice
• School spirit

Sarah Howling
Head of Secondary
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IGCSE RESULTS
We are proud that the IGCSE results for 2012 showed an increase from 2011. 24.38% of grades 

awarded were A*- A (compared with 18.5% in 2011) and 79.87% of grades were A*-C (compared 

with 71.8% in 2011). Almost all subjects show an increase at A-C, with English Language improving to 

66.93% A-C (from 58.47% in 2011), Geography achieving 93.75% (77.08% in 2011), History achieving 

95.45% (80.77% in 2011) and students sitting the new courses in Biology and Physical Sciences 

achieving 78.58 % and 87.71% A-C respectively. 

Whilst the school is pleased at this improvement, we are hopeful we can raise the bar even higher! 

In almost all subjects we are still above the IGCSE World average at A-C. In particular Mathematics 

82% (November World 2011 average of 58.70%), First Language Spanish, 92% (80.80%) and Business 

Studies 71% (60.00%). This is particularly impressive given that students at St Andrew’s sit for the 

IGCSE exams in Year 10 whereas in many other schools in Argentina, students sit for the exams a 

year later.

External exams (IGCSE / IB)
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We would also like to highlight and celebrate the following individual students’ results, which were 

particularly outstanding:  Tomás Juan Cazes: two A* and five A grades, Bárbara McCluskey: three A* 

and four A grades, Matías Pérez Alati Brea, four A*, one A and two B grades and Dolores Lacabanne 

who achieved two A*, four A grades and one B grade.

Art & Design

Business Studies

Environmental Management

Geography

History

First Language English

Literature (English)

First Language Spanish

Mathematics

Biology

Physical Science

Combined Science

Co-ordinated Sciences

Total

% * - A 

0,00%

18,18%

23,42%

37,50%

50,00%

8,66%

10,24%

47,24%

23,81%

25,00%

28,57%

31,17%

45,45%

24,38%

% * - C

52,94%

71,21%

82,88%

93,75%

95,45%

66,93%

66,14%

92,91%

82,54%

78,57%

85,71%

92,21%

100,00%

79,87%

% * - A

3,33%

9,63%

12,00%

11,20%

11,75%

9,80%

17,27%

26,21%

9,09%

9,68%

 

24,61%

42,86%

15,62%

% * - C

30,94%

51,41%

63,47%

67,54%

63,76%

55,32%

75,84%

83,23%

66,57%

54,12%

 

77,26%

92,86%

65,19%

% * - A

19,20%

17,40%

15,90%

19,50%

21,40%

22,90%

29,30%

24,90%

18,90%

24,50%

25,10%

21,30%

29,60%

22,30%

% * - C

55,80%

60,00%

63,20%

63,10%

67,40%

68,30%

79,20%

80,80%

58,70%

65,60%

70,10%

54,30%

71,30%

65,98%

SUBJECTS
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IB RESULTS
The graduating class of 2012 maintained the standards in the IB Diploma 

that we have grown accustomed to at St Andrew’s. Of the 129 students in 

the year group, 117 were entered for the IB Diploma with the remaining 12 students entered for IB 

Certificates. Out of these 117 candidates, 93 achieved the full IB Diploma. In addition, 9 grade A’s 

were achieved in the extended essay section of the Diploma.

As shown in the chart below, 2012 show a slight decrease compared to 2011. Almost 80 % of Diploma 

candidates achieved the IB Diploma when in 2011 this was 85%. Additionally our average Diploma 

score dropped only 1 point to 30 points. The fact that so many students achieved the full Diploma is 

pleasing given that all of our students are entered for the Diploma or Certificates, whereas in many 

other schools around the world, students are selected for the IB programme according to academic 

criteria. It is also noteworthy that students at St Andrew’s sit their IB examinations mostly in English 

(their second language) and obtain a bilingual diploma whereas in November 2011 only 37.6% of the 

diplomas awarded by the IB were bilingual.
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Irrespective of the fluctuations shown in the graphs, the overall school results continue to be strong 

in relation to the world and Americas averages. We can proudly state that St Andrew’s continues to 

offer a very high standard of education in South America which is competitive at an international 

level.
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Note: World and America’s figures for 2012 were not available at the time this article was written.

An IB Diploma score of 40 points or more is a truly outstanding achievement and would gain the 

candidate entry into the most prestigious universities in the world. With this in mind, we would like 

to celebrate and congratulate Andrés Binker Cosen on his achievement of 41 points at this level. In 

addition, 7 candidates with Diplomas of 35 points or higher: Paulina Dagnino, Martin Kontarovsky, 

Clara Palazzolo, Constanza Reca Frese, Francisco Ingham and Fernando Bellora.

We would also like to celebrate improvements achieved on different subjects. The following subjects 

improved their results from 2011: Spanish A2, History SL + History (European) HL, Geography SL, 

Chemistry, Mathematics SL + HL and Art SL + HL. Congratulations to both students and teachers of 

these groups.

Finally, in 2012 six students from the graduating class applied to study in the United States. Juan 

Boilini, Alana Graffam, Ary Atty Btesh, Natasha Geller and Clara Palazzolo all found time between 

coursework deadlines and exam revision, to prepare and sit for SAT’s, draft and re-draft essays and 

personal statements and complete application forms. Their college choices favoured colleges in 

New York, Boston and California and included many big names such as Yale, Harvard and Princeton 

and lesser known colleges such as President Barack Obama’s alma mater, Occidental College in 

California. 

Four ex-alumni: Chiara Bacanelli (2011), Milagros Sempere (2011), Sabrina Ellman (2009) and 

Guillermo Sarracco (2010) also decided to apply to universities in Canada, the UK and the US. 

Students have already received offers of places for September 2013 from Fordham, Northeastern 

and UBC Vancouver. All the decisions will be made by the beginning of May.  Spectacularly, Clara 

Palazzolo was flown to New York University Abu Dhabi for a selection weekend and was delighted to 

hear that she had been not only accepted but also awarded a full scholarship for her entire course 

of studies. 

Congratulations to all the students for their hard work and, on their behalf, we would like to once 

again thank all the teachers who supported them throughout their studies.

Chris Buckland and Diego Bertotto

Assistant Deputy Heads
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The path of Learning through Service in the Secondary School

Why is it so important for us to offer the opportunity to carry out 
service projects in solidarity?

Because, as stated in our Mission, St. Andrew’s aims to graduate 
responsible citizens committed to serving Argentina and 
contributing to its equitable development.

This is why in the Secondary School, the options start in Year 7 and 
follow the students along the full way.

In their classrooms, Tutorial periods, PSE (Personal and Social 
Education) and Construcción de la Ciudadanía, all Year 7 and 8 
students visit and develop proposals in various institutions once 
or twice a year; making plans, carrying them through and finally 
evaluating what was done.

We have seen groups fully committed to people with special 
needs, to older people, to students in schools with low budgets 

and with students in our own primaries, at Children’s Homes, at 
CONIN. Obviously age is not a deterrent when opening oneself up 
to other people, as seen in the huge and contagious seriousness 
and at the same time joy and pleasure with which our students 
create and develop their projects.

At the end of Year 10, and within the same mandatory programme 
for all SASS students, they selected the CAS projects (Creativity, 
Action and Service) to be carried out through 2013. The 
options presented and selected by 128 students were CONIN 
(malnutrition), EIDEP, Hogar Santa Rosa and CAEC (special needs), 
TECHO (homes) María Santísima de la Luz (school), Deporte 
Solidario, Geriátrico de Vicente López (senior citizens).

Year 11 students worked during the full year at EIDEP (special 
needs), Ecology and CONIN (malnutrition), Hospital de San 
Fernando, Geriátrico de Vicente López (senior citizens), Hogares 
Resguardo I y II (children), and María Santísima de la Luz (school), 
together with and led by their CAS tutors. They faced very different 
realities to their usual milieu and took them up as part of their 
growing process.
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In Year 12 students finally developed their Independent 
Solidarity Projects, under the supervision of their CAS 
tutors. 

In this way all students come directly face to face with 
different realities many times during their school years.

What is more, Service Learning projects are also 
developed in the classrooms, linking different 
academic areas and contributing to social projects 
through their intellectual knowledge and actions. 
Such different ideas as the learning of origami and its 

We started 2012 with renewed optimism and all our energy focused on putting into practice a series 
of improvements in the different curriculums, with the conviction that this optimization or resources, 
time and effort will lead to a great benefit for all our students across all levels.

First of all, and going further than the Basic Physical Formation which we develop in the first years 
of the Primary School, we placed emphasis on sport activities, specially Rugby and Hockey, given 
that many of the boys and girls go regularly to Punta Chica on Saturday mornings to practise these 
sports, which made it very important to increase the stimulus during the week.

We were able to accomplish all the camping outings which had been planned for all year groups in 
Primary, as well all the programmed trips (Mar del Plata and Uruguay for Primary School and Uruguay 
and Chile for the Secondary School). On the same line, The United Kingdom Tour was held in 2012. 
This was for the First Rugby and Hockey teams, for a total of forty students and four teachers, and 
we also started to plan the 2012 UK and Holland Tour.

As well as all the above, our sector received the visit of an external consultant, Mr. Christopher 
Sanderson from United Kingdom, who, after carefully observing classes, training sessions, our 
weekday and weekend work, and holding meetings with students, parents, former pupils’ club 
members and other members of our community, produced a very favourable report on the work we 
do in our sector. We are now working on some of the observations made by Mr. Sanderson, as well 
as considering some of his recommendations. 

ACTIVITIES 2012

Physical Education

cultural weight in the Mandarin classes, or the construction of board games with historical themes 
in History lessons, just to mention a couple of them, showed students across the school who were 
creative, engaged and enthusiastic with their proposals.

But the variety of opportunities does not end there. The independent participation proposals, in 
which many children take part, include a permanent link throughout the year with the Geriátrico San 
Micael, and the Hogar Puerta del Cielo, as well as the visits and stay overs at the rural schools in the 
Delta ( 7/8), Cacharí (9/10) and Cucha Cucha (11/ 12). This year Primary school n° 23 “Amerindo”, 
a neighbour at our new campus, was added to this group of institutions. Our children work all year 
long on these projects, in their own extracurricular time, as well as being in charge of preparing all 
the donations we receive to be given to our partner institutions.

Un Techo Para Mí País deserves a mention of its own, as the survey outings, the weekends spent on 
building and the fundraising events, such as the Art Auction or the Non-Uniform Days, allowed St. 
Andrew’s to build eight houses this year on behalf of the students and one exclusively by teachers.
To see our students in every one of these proposals, working, planning, enjoying the time spent 
together and then to share in their reflections, enriches all the adults who share this adventure with 
them; it makes us see how it widens their perspective, how they learn to respect what is different, to 
develop empathy, to forget about appearances and value what is essential in others. 

Both for them and for us it is an opportunity to enrich ourselves once again, to share something 
valuable and add our grain of sand in the building of a better world for all.

Nora Colombo
Head of Learning through Service Department

Physical Education

37
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In turn, the effort made by all teachers, parents and students, who year after year ensure our fixtures 
and Interhouse and Interschool competitions have a greater number of participants, is reflected not 
only in the results but also in what is more important, the increasing spirit and commitment, as well 
as the enthusiasm to take part in the different activities put forward by the Sector.

Once again we want to acknowledge all the collaboration we receive from colleagues, parents, 
students and School authorities towards making our work develop in the best way possible.

Daniel Pueta
Physical Education Director

After the spectacular Choir and Band Tour to the UK and Rome which took place in January, where we 
were received by the Archbishop of Rome and had the chance and honour to perform at a complete 
mass at St. Peters in the Vatican, the year evolved with the typical effort of the even numbered years.

Our music programme strives to achieve not only an academic background in all aspects related to 
the understanding and production of music, but also to ensure that our students enjoy and share a 
passion for musical expression through sensitivity and competency in the skills of this art.

ACTIVITIES 2012

Music Department

Music Department

One of the main objectives of 2012 was to articulate the music programme as a whole, starting with 
Kinder and Primary, organizing it in a coherent and integrated way that contemplates the whole 
child education, inspiring all students and sharing the tools to learn the basics of music theory and 
performance.  Many changes have been made in Y7 and gradually we will continue to transform the 
secondary programme, updating the objectives and moving towards a New K-12 Music Programme 
that will contemplate new technologies and continue to improve the basics of music making.
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As for our extracurricular activities, these took place alongside others on the standard calendar. 
Apart from the many performances within our school and other schools in the area, mention must be 
made of the Concert and Intermediate Bands participation in the “Festival Instrumental de Colegios 
Secundarios”, where over 300 students from seven schools perform together as one large ensemble. 
The programmed trips of the Junior and Intermediate Choirs to Mar del Plata and Rosario were 
carried out successfully, as was the Concert Choir trip to La Cumbre, which is always very special not 
only musically but also as a closure for many years of music creation and commitment.

Our St. Andrew´s Choir and Band Festival took place in October with the participation of over 500 
students in the different ensembles (Primary Band, Junior Choir, Intermediate Choir and Band, 
Concert Choir and Band, Jazz Combo, Chamber Choir) showing a high performance level, and it 
must be mentioned that all these results are achieved with rehearsals during lunchtime and after 
hours, which is twice as valuable and shows the dedication and commitment of our students.  In 
these two very special nights, over 1000 community members showed up to support our students, 
and we had a chance to pay tribute to Luis Alberto Spinetta, one the most influential musicians in our 
country´s popular music, and a very socially committed musician who performed on two occasions at 
St. Andrew’s helping our students raise money for our community service projects.

Once again I thank all those who believe that Music Education is a most efficient means to awaken 
the sentient, aesthetic, artistic, physical, and sociological emotions and appreciations.  We are 
convinced that music ennobles and inspires higher feelings. There are almost no human activities 
which take place without music. It exerts an imaginative force on humankind which at all times has 
produced marvelous effects. Music is as ancient as humankind, as natural and spontaneous as its 
emotions, as immediate and necessary as communication and language, and it is also an efficient 
modeler of the brain functions, as well as a genuine aesthetic and liberating satisfaction.

Tomás Merello
Head of Music

HHRR ISSUES 
During 2012, a new Secondary Head, Mrs. Sarah Howling joined St Andrew’s. Amidst the very 
challenging circumstances of having to assume this leadership position midway through the year, 
during the second semester, she focused in learning about the school, assessing its needs and 
creating a leadership structure and related development plan for the sector which will probably 
strongly impact the years to come.

In August, SASS also recruited other native speaking Secondary teachers:  Richard Lightcap for 
the English Department and Julia Corbett in Science Department. They both joined the group of 
expatriate staff hired at the beginning of the academic year:  Brad Ingimundson as Head of the Art 
Department and Maggie Witecki as Biology teacher.

We believe that this year marked a very successful transition in the leadership of the Punta Chica 
Primary. Miss Diana Maclean retired after 32 years at SASS; to all teaching and non-teaching staff, 
Miss Diana was a leader, a mentor, a guide and a friend, who was always ready to support and 
encourage; to comfort or to challenge. Miss Patsy Pouiller also retired in August 2012; she was a 
teacher for 23 years and also Punta Chicas´ Deputy Head. Both will be greatly missed!!!  
Our newly appointed Head, Mrs. Moira McCallum, worked very well with the outgoing head to 
ensure a smooth transition process, as well as progressively establishing her leadership with staff 
and community.

Non academic leaders and their staff faced a very complex and demanding year due to multiple 
internal and external demands, increased fundraising efforts and related communications initiatives 
for the new campus, new operations and requirements due to the presentation of periodic balance 
sheets, challenging budget objectives, analysis of the present and future personnel structure and 
risk assessments.

The annual Staff Convivencia took place in February in Luján. Staff was invited to share and discover 
together a new and more profound dimension of our work environment inspiring us to reflect on 
changes in the way we face our everyday challenges.

FACULTY - HHRR

WHOLE SCHOOL INITIATIVES
40
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Professional Development

College Board for International 

Admissions  2012 Summer Institute 

(Washington, USA)

Harvard Graduate School of Education’s 

Summer Institute on Connecting the Mind, 

Brain, and Education Institute (Cambridge, 

USA)

National Service-Learning Conference 

and Youththrive PeaceJam Leadership 

Conference (Minnesota, USA)

IB Conference of the Americas (Cancun, 

Mexico)

Summer Institute on Academic Diversity at 

the University of Virginia (Virginia, USA)

NAEYC 2012 Annual Conference (Atlanta, 

USA)

FETC Florida Educational Technology 

National Conference + School and College 

Building Expo 2012 (Florida, USA)

Andrew Cobb

Caroline Ayling and Paula Trípodi

Nora Colombo and Silvia Criado

Victoria de Caso Ward

Moira Lutteral de McCallum

Corinne Munck

Gabriel Rshaid

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL EVENT PARTICIPANTS

ASCD Annual Conference 2012: A 

Collective call to Action (Philadelphia, USA)

The International Society for Technology 

in Education (ISTE) Annual Conference: 

Expanding Horizons  (California, USA)

LAHC Annual Conference (Chile)

Gabriel Rshaid, Victoria Ayam, Astrid 

Nielsen Luzuriaga, Paula Gossn, Sabrina 

Soneyra, Patricia Dillon, Patsy Pouiller, 

Valerie Browne and Marina Lavagetto

Marta Lavista

Gabriel Rshaid, Patsy Di Nucci and 

Michael Dumbell

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATIONAL EVENT PARTICIPANTS

The following teachers have delivered IB workshops of the subjects they lead during 2012 in various 
countries of Latin America: Patricia Benmergui, Alicia Montes, Patricio Gil Mariño, Brad Ingimundson, 
Paula Waldman and Lucy Dagnino.

Four of our teachers delivered sessions at the Lincoln School Educational Technology Conference. 
Victor Capeluto and Alejandro Ruiz delivered a session on how to generate a Robotics Project in the 
classroom and one on useful websites to use in the classroom, Susan Walker and Inés Cazenave’s 
session was on empowering students to thrive in 21st Century.

As usual, a large number of our teaching staff participated in the ESSARP Annual Conference: 
“Educating for a Changing World” (www.essarp.org.ar).  35 teachers of all sectors attended this 

Professional Development

WHOLE SCHOOL INITIATIVES

Professional Development

The positive highlights of our annual staff satisfaction survey were mainly on the high sense 
of belonging to St Andrew’s in general, the collaboration between colleagues, training and 
development opportunities and the quality of working life. Salaries in general were on the lower end 
of the satisfaction survey which was one of the reasons for implementing an extraordinary lump sum 
payment to staff in September.

This year, 94 teaching and non teaching staff were distinguished for their excellent performance 
during the period. Master teachers for the academic period were:  María Inés López Fernández, 
Romina Porcelli, Andrea Jamieson, Patsy Dillon, Daniela Dragone and Janine Cervi Skinner.

Andrea Benvenuto
HHRR Director

St. Andrew’s has a long and well-established tradition of providing opportunities for staff to attend 
and present at conferences, both locally and internationally, as well as a programme that helps our 
teachers to attend courses at local universities and pursue graduate and postgraduate degrees.
We are very proud of their accomplishments, which allow them not only to remain at the forefront in 
terms of their teaching practice, but also to share their learning experience with other staff members 
at the school.

St. Andrew’s staff participated in the following international conferences and summer institutes:
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2-day conference where they were able to listen to speakers such as Pasi Sahlberg, Heidi Hayes 
Jacobs and Ben Walden amongst others.

Following the conference, St. Andrew’s had the privilege of having Ben Walden visit the school on 
September 3rd, where he delivered 2 sessions: an Inspirational Leadership Workshop for teachers 
named Henry V and an afternoon session delivered to Year 11 students called Stand Up Tall. (www.
contendercharlie.com)  

WHOLE SCHOOL INITIATIVES

Professional Development / Conferences and Presentations Abroad 

Melanie Gahan  

Cecilia Hunter

Juan Forcla 

Agustina Luongo

Patricio Gil Mariño 

Alejo Texo 

Brenda Bryant 

Melina Graves

Florencia González de León

Romina Porcelli

Marta Bayley

Florence Zanocchi

Patricia Martin

Graciela Suevo

Patsy Dillon, Evelin Goldberg 

& Romina Colombo

Cecilia Cervi

Carolina Flores

Luciana Savanti

Alejandro Solernó

Alejandro Ruiz

Victor Capeluto

Maru Lopez Fernandez,

Maggie Morgan and Meisy 

Llobenes

Agustina Cardinale

Victoria de Caso Ward

Marta Lavista 

Alejandra Quaglia

Agustina Luongo 

Eugenia Bosio

Ana Laura Burolleau

Paula Cappagli

Paula Trípodi

Sebastián Llansó

Astrid Luzuriaga, Sabrina 

Soneyra and Paz Piaggio

Andrea Jamieson, Verónica 

Gómez

Primary PCH

Secondary

Secondary

Secondary

PCH Kinder

Primary PCH

Secondary

Primary Olivos

Secondary

Secondary

Secondary

Kinder Olivos

 

Secondary 

Primary Olivos

Secondary

Primary Olivos

Primary Olivos

Primary Olivos

Olivos Primary

ME, YOU, US, OTHERS…WE ALL MATTER: 

Paving the Way to a Positive Coexistence                

Uso de la tecnología como estímulo a las 

distintas habilidades de aprendizaje

La imagen como disparador de reflexión 

del alumno en la labor tutorial áulica

HISTORY IB – Y11

Construyendo un presente para un futuro 

mejor

Retracing Their Steps

Calidad de vida y minorías marginadas 

-Organización del trabajo Proyecto 

Prácticas del  Lenguaje y Geografía

Game on! Learning today is a entirely new 

game

Mitos en red

Science & Film

Android Apps creadas para los alumnos por 

los alumnos

We live in different places, we have 

things in common

La comunicación virtual intercultural suizo-

argentina

Enhancing Traditional Projects with 

Pedagogy 2.0

Lengua y Arte

Relaciones matemáticas

Neurociencia y Educación: un camino para 

el auto-conocimiento

Little Scientists

Friends Stitch Together

PARTICIPANTS

PARTICIPANTS

SECTOR

SECTOR

PROJECT

PROJECT

The authors of the three winning projects (highlighted in the chart above) were awarded an all-
expenses paid trip to the 2013 ASCD Annual Conference held in Chicago.

Marcela S. Dosoretz Educational Projects 
Contest 2012
This year’s edition was the most numerous since the contest began 6 years ago with 19 participating 
projects.
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International Exchanges

School exchanges, both students and teacher, are becoming more popular every year. Very often, 
inter-school exchanges begin as teacher exchanges and gradually grow to become student 
exchanges. For teachers, it has proven to be a very enriching experience where they get a feel of 
the whole-school and different areas, in many cases teacher visits to other schools are as effective as 
attending a conference and so act as a powerful professional development tool.

This year, the following Exchanges took place: 

The Dalton School (www.dalton.org), New York: Connie Fantin de Bellocq and Gabriel Astesiano 
were in charge of this fourth edition of this exchange to New York. Fifteen of our students were able 
to shadow their hosts in the school and be part of student life in the Big Apple.

Presbyterian Day School (PDS), www.pdsmemphis.org Memphis, Tennessee. Five teachers came 
over to Buenos Aires for a 2 week exchange in June in the hope of familiarizing with the life in Buenos 
Aires and thus being able to organize their first student exchange with Primary school students due 
to take place next year.

Their visit coincided with Jeff Goldstein, Science Primary teacher in Colorado Academy, Denver 
(www.coloradoacademy.org).  Andrés Roblero, teacher at the academy’s High School, also visited 
us exploring the possibility of a student exchange. Paula Saubidet and Mariana Yelpez travelled to 
Colorado and visited the school in Denver in January.

Following their vision to engage and connect their students with other cultures, Peter Foster 
(Headmaster) and Helena Abraham (Exchange coordinator) from John Paul College, Brisbane, 
Australia www.jpc.qld.edu.au visited us in May. The objective of their visit was to learn as much as 
they could from our school as they were very keen to start a student exchange for their students 
learning Spanish. The visit was such a success that later in the year, Alejandro Solernó (Secondary 
School), Gabriel Rshaid and Alberto Ermili (School Committee Chair) went to Brisbane to visit JPC 
and a student exchange with Year 11 students took place during the first term 2013. Alejandro 
Solernó and Victoria de Caso Ward went with them.

International Exchanges

The Admissions Office plays a vital role in the life of the school, since it is through the admissions 
process that families embark on what we reckon will be a long and fruitful relationship with St. 
Andrew’s.

Choosing a child’s education is a very significant decision for a family, and we have developed a 
process that provides the family with an opportunity to get to know the School and establish grounds 
for a coincidence of values. 

When we began the term for Admission for 2012, families who were interested in entering St Andrew’s 
had the opportunity of meeting Heads and other teaching staff and were able to tour the School’s 
facilities with the goal of seeing first-hand what enables the development of the academic, physical 
and artistic potential of our students. 

Similarly, each prospective applicant family was invited to a meeting with the Admissions Office to 
share their beliefs and expectations regarding education for their children. We want to make sure 
that a mutual commitment towards the same educational values can be achieved between parents 
and the School.   

Our families, those who have already chosen St. Andrew’s, play a valuable role within the Admission 
process, since they introduce new families willing to share the spirit and educational objectives that 
the school postulates.

During 2012, we accompanied 455 candidates throughout a careful Admission Process which 
consisted of interviews with Heads, entrance examinations and the consideration of vacancy 
availability. 

This process resulted in the successful entrance of 177 students who are today new members of the 
Community: 135 in the Kindergartens, 86 in Olivos and 49 in Punta Chica; 19 in the Primaries, 12 in 
Olivos and 7 in Punta Chica and 23 started in the Secondary School. Of these, 17 came from different 
countries such as the USA, Mexico, Hong Kong, France, Spain, and Chile, enriching our community 
with their diverse background and international experience. Thus, 2013 began with 1844 students.

Our new Kindergarten 3 classes in Olivos have a 48% of families coming from Buenos Aires City 
whilst in Punta Chica 60% of the families live in the San Isidro District. We are pleased to continue 
having a steady average of 35% of families of former pupils entering both Kindergartens. 

OTHER SCHOOL AREAS

Admissions
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OTHER SCHOOL AREAS

Alumni SASS

The Admissions Office would like to thank all members of the community for their support, especially 
to staff and Heads for their daily effort to make the school a better place, and parents for their trust 
and confidence in St. Andrew’s education.

Ana Repila
Admissions Director

The purpose of the Alumni Office is to maintain the relationship of the School with its alumni and of 
the alumni amongst themselves. Through various services, we accompany them in their professional 
development and the important moments of their personal life. 

This year Alumni celebrated 10 years of existence, we made a video and talked about the growth 
and changes we experienced throughout this period of time.  

In 2012 we organized and achieved the following events and activities:

“San Andrés fue parte de tu vida.
Alumni San Andrés te acompaña toda la vida.”

Alumni SASS

• Family Day
• Welcoming the Class of ’12 with a pizza party, slide show 
and an introduction to St. Andrew’s Alumni activities. We also 
participated in the Class of ’12 Graduation ceremony, handing out 
rings and key-rings as a token of welcome
• 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 years’ graduation anniversaries, and, as 
from this year, the 5th and 60th anniversaries were also celebrated 
• Former Pupil Award:  Valeria Terzolo ’75 was elected this year 
due to her outstanding contribution and commitment
• I Campus Dinner 
• VI Golf Tournament: Sporting event for the benefit of the 
Scholarship Fund
• IV Football Tournament
• Alumni reunions in the United States, with the participation 
of Lila Macchiavello and Eliana Mocorrea, in the following cities: 
Miami, New York, Washington, San Francisco, Houston, Palo Alto, 
Boston and Chicago
• Alumni reunion in San Pablo
• Our Database has 6027 former pupils with a total of 5291 active 
mailboxes 
• Regarding our Social Networks, we have 2148 fans on our 
Facebook page, 251 followers on Twitter, 1014 contacts on 
LinkedIn and we designed a new Youtube channel that has 6957 
views
• We created an Online map with the locations of the Alumni 
living abroad 
• The Class Representatives list for all the classes was updated
• We continued with the monthly mailing of the “Flying Scotsman” 
newsletter, containing information and news, job offers, services, 
opportunities, business ventures, photo galleries, etc.
• The Former Pupil Library continues to grow in the Author’s 
section in the Secondary Library; and we have 129 books from 
86 Former Pupils  
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Alumni SASS

FORMER PUPIL AWARD ‘12: Valeria Terzolo ‘75
Valeria Terzolo ’75 was elected as the Former Pupil Award based on her personal achievements, 
due to her constant generosity and dedication, exemplifying the values outlined in our School 
Mission.

Valeria coordinates the Casa de la Esperanza del Hospice San Camilo where 120 terminally ill 
patients are hosted and accompanied throughout the year. 

CONTACT INFORMATION:

           Facebook: Exalumnos San Andres

           Skype: alumnisanandres

           Youtube: alumnisanandres

           Linkedin: alumnisass

           Twitter: alumnisass

           Mail: alumni@sanandres.esc.edu.ar

           Tel: 0810-555-7277 / 4846-6500 (int. 1307 / 1352)

Lila Macchiavello
ALUMNI Coordinator

Minkai (2011), Valeria Terzolo ’75 (2012), Billy Murchison ‘59 (2010),
Hope Logan ‘41 (2007), Maxi Aubi ’85, (2009) – Ausente,Nicolás Ducoté ‘88 (2008)

Red San Andrés   
SOCIAL INITIATIVES 2012

For the past five years we have been meeting monthly with all the leaders and coordinators of the 
social projects of the School, the Universidad de San Andrés and St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church 
with the aim of deepening institutional bonds, enhancing our social work, learning together and 
further strengthening our joint activities.

During the year we worked together on the principles that govern our work and have developed 
new forms of internal organization that have enabled us to grow and continue learning from one 
another.

The coordinators and leaders for 2012 were:

* Escuela Escocesa San Andrés:
- Nivel Inicial Olivos: Patsy DiNucci 
- Nivel Inicial Punta Chica: Corinne Munck 
- Primaria Olivos: Maru López Fernández 
- Primaria Punta Chica: Paula Saubidet, Marina Gueli Saavedra 
- Secundaria: Nora Colombo, Andy Cobb, Alejandro Solernó
* Universidad de San Andrés:
- Compromiso Joven: Axel McCallum, Micaela Dousset Farjart 
- Escuela de Educación, PEF: Sonia Fox, Diana Jarvis 
- Asociación de Graduados, GEA: Florencia Alemanno
* Iglesia Presbiteriana San Andrés:
- Coordinación Acción Social/FQSA: Loida Mejías 
- Fundación Quinta San Andrés: María Zwanck, Terence Roberts
* Red San Andrés: Camila Vilcinskas /Marianela Giovannini

51
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TRAINING DAY AND REFLECTION FOR OUR NETWORK: 
A DIALOGUE IN THE DARK
In June, we organized a special activity for all leaders and coordinators of the social projects of 
the School, the University and the Presbyterian Church, coordinated by the team of Diálogo en la 
Oscuridad (Dialogue in the Dark).

Participants of the day were 54 people who dared to experience a morning full of individual and 
group challenges in total darkness.

We enjoyed a real GET TOGETHER where we were allowed to explore new sensations, recognize 
our limitations, feel the need to ask for help, sharing with unknown people, and many other things.

It was a very enriching experience in every way. We are sure that the reflections and learning made 
that morning will serve to further deepen our work with people, increase our sense of belonging, our 
intentions of transformation and our sense of the importance of being a community.

SAN FERNANDO REDSA
During this year we made progress on the project to explore and deepen our relationship with the 
City of San Fernando, in response to a decision by the authorities of the School, University and 
Presbyterian Church to work together by focusing on one shared geographical area of institutional 
influence.

The team consisted of Diego Bertotto (SASS), Loida Mejias (IPSA-FQSA), Lorena Olivares (UDESA) 
and Camila Vilcinskas (REDSA).

One of the most important milestones of this project was the signing of a cooperation agreement 
between the St. Andrew’s institutions and the Municipality. The formal event was held on August 6 
at the Salón Blanco of the Municipality in the presence of Mayor Luis Andreotti, Carlos Rosenkrantz, 
rector of the Universidad de San Andrés, Daniel Alexander, president of the Asociación Civil 
Educativa Escocesa San Andrés , Gabriel Rshaid, Headmaster of St. Andrew’s School, Terence 
Roberts, president of the Fundación Quinta San Andrés and Gerardo Muniello, minister of St. 
Andrew’s Presbyterian Church Olivos-Centre.

It is expected that this agreement will strengthen some of the activities that have been developing 
for some time with various institutions of the municipality and at the same time, start considering new 
actions linked with issues related to urban development, aimed at local development and  solving 
some of the problems afflicting the population of the municipality of San Fernando.

Camila Vilcinskas - Red San Andrés Coordinator
4846-6500 int 1287 / redsa@sanandres.esc.edu.ar 

OTHER SCHOOL AREAS

Red San Andrés

Office of Development 
and Communications

The Office of Development and Communications works to 
establish deep and long-lasting links with our constituents 
(parents, school community, alumni, donors), and accompanies 
the daily life of our institution throughout the various activities 
carried out which bring together the entire St. Andrew’s 
community.

During 2012 there were several actions that were carried out for 
this purpose:

COMMUNICATIONS
In order to keep the St. Andrew’s community informed about 
the different activities that take place within the school, various 
school publications were issued, such as The Thistle yearbook, 
the Annual Report and Dianoia, which comprises the best essays 
of candidates for the International Baccalaureate Diploma.

The first edition of SASS News was published, with the aim of 
bringing to the community an update of the activities undertaken 
during the second half of the school year and news was sent 
monthly to parents and community through the institutional 
Newsletter.

During the second half of the year we worked on the design for 
the migration of the new website to be held in the first half of 
2013.

As regards the Campus San Andrés, there were several 
communications consisting of news and videos about the work 
in progress on the new property.

Different events were organized which brought together the St. 
Andrew’s community, such  as the Staff Welcome Back, Family 
Day and Staff party, which were added to other special events 
carried out by the Alumni Office.
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DEVELOPMENT
In 2012, we worked together with the IT Department and Administration in implementing a new 
database to record donations, and the possibility of receiving online contributions was implemented, 
and was first used for the campaign for the landscaping of Campus San Andrés.

Within the Development Plan, fundraisers were organised for various actions taken by the school:

Family Day: $ 27,079 were raised from the sale of food, thanks to donations 
from various companies who joined us, and these funds were allocated to 
social projects of the School and the Scholarship Fund.

The Office of Development and Communications continues working to improve and support the 
different actions taken by the academic departments of the School, in order to inform the extended 
St. Andrew’s community about the varied and multiple events taking place within our institution.

Eliana Mocorrea
Development Director

Golf Tournament: It was held in September with 92 players taking part, and 
raised $ 58,470 which were allocated 70% for the SEF Scholarship Endowment 
Fund and 30% for the Mc Ivor Fund, both of them established to provide 
scholarships to families applying for financial assistance to continue their 
studies  at  St. Andrew’s.

I Campus San Andrés Dinner: As part of our Fundraising Campaign for the 
new campus a Campus San Andrés Dinner was held on November 7 in Punta 
Chica, with 350 people attending, with the aim of adding contributions for the 
landscaping of the property. The donations collected at the event, together 
with subsequent fundraising activities, managed to add 255 families and 
individuals who contributed 1,152 trees. Both the summons and the response 
of the St. Andrew’s community have been excellent, raising approximately 
1,000,000 pesos to spend on this phase of the project.

OTHER SCHOOL AREAS

Office of Development and Communications

St. Andrew’s financial assistance policies are supported on several programmes, managed and 
administered by Fundación San Andrés (“FSA”). The main objective is to provide families with 
the required financial assistance and/or scholarships, with a specific aim towards retention and 
attraction of students at St. Andrew’s Scots School. In order to achieve this objective, Fundación San 
Andrés administers several programmes that are funded internally, through school assistance, as a 
percentage on revenues and, externally, with generous donations from third parties.

There are three financial aid instruments currently managed by FSA: Special Scholarships, 
Emergency Loans and Davidson Scholarship. For these three cases, assistance can be granted in 
the form of partial or full payment of school fees by FSA on behalf of the beneficiary.  In addition, 
FSA manages and administrates the “Scholarship Endowment Fund” (“SEF”) and the “Maggie 
Salinas Fund” (“MSF”). With the exception of the Davidson scholarships, all aid awarded by FSA is 
“need-based”.  

Special scholarships are for families with an enduring inability to pay full SASS fees. Emergency 
loans are for alleviating situations of temporary financial hardship and therefore, are limited in time.  
Davidson Scholarship is aimed to assist families suffering from the untimely death or permanent 
disability of the person responsible for paying the school fees.

The Scholarship Endowment Fund was created in 2004 as an especially dedicated trust, with the 
exclusive purpose of providing scholarships for students who wish to study at St. Andrew’s.  As 
explained below, SEF has grown thanks to the generous support of donations from trustees, alumni, 
staff, parents and other members of the St. Andrew’s community.  

The Maggie Salinas Fund, originated in 2005, is a special scholarship fund dedicated exclusively 
to St. Andrew’s teachers’ children.  The fund bears the name of Maggie Salinas in honour to her 
thirty-five years of service to St. Andrew’s. The school allocates a percentage of its income to the 
Maggie Salinas Fund on an annual basis, alongside with donations from members of the St. Andrew’s 
community.  

In addition to the family’s financial need, the criterion used for the allocation of aid includes student’s 
school performance and the family or staff identification with the institution’s values and ethos. 
Financial aid policies and admission policies reflect the same values and have the same objectives.

FSA is a separate legal entity, its Board meets on a monthly basis and the members are appointed 
by ACCESA’s Board.

Financial Aid

OTHER SCHOOL AREAS

Financial Aid
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Infrastructure Operations

A summary report on the status of the different financial aid programmes during 2012 follows.

EMERGENCY LOANS
During 2012, $ 354.008.- were granted to SASS families, mainly to those going through 
temporary financial difficulty and unable to meet school fees payment.  This action involved 
emergency loans, with no interest charges, to 8   families or 15 students.

SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
During 2012, FSA supported 16 families or 24 students with permanent or temporary structural 
economic difficulties, for a total of $ 521.518.-

DAVIDSON SCHOLARSHIPS
Throughout 2012, FSA continued to assist 11 families or 13 students that suffered the loss or the 
permanent disability of parents or responsible adults in charge of the payment of the school fees.  
The amount totaled $ 637.137.-

SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT FUND
SEF scholarship awards for the 2012 academic year were granted to 9 families or 18 students. The 
amount totaled $ 267.718.-

MAGGIE SALINAS SCHOLARSHIPS
During 2012, $ 675.803.- were granted to 20 SASS families or 28 students. 

OTHER SCHOOL AREAS

Financial Aid

Infrastructure Operations
INTERNAL SERVICES

Buildings
Under our management there are 24,000 built-up sq m comprising Olivos and Punta Chica and 
92,000 sq m of open surfaces, including the sports field in Punta Chica. Development work and 
improvements made during 2012 include:

• Preparation room for Secondary School Labs : electrical installation, shifting fixed and mobile 
partitions, purchase of specific equipment, acquisition of standardised vinyl flooring, painting of 
corridors and office interiors.
• Pilot Classrooms: comprehensive renovation, sustainability plan for efficient facilities, purchase of 
new furniture, new writing-boards on walls (with special paint), comprehensive redesign.
• Acquisition of audiovisual digital signage system: seven 40” LCD for Olivos and Punta Chica 
Kinders, Punta Chica and Olivos Primary, Secondary and MS school locations.
• Redistribution of Punta Chica offices: improvement of the sector, of space efficiency and creation 
of a new meeting room.
• New IT Office: at Roque Sáenz Peña and Rawson, recycling depot and converting it into office 
space.
• Comprehensive renewal of Olivos Primary staff room
• Renewal of the Punta Chica recycling plant.
Regarding maintenance, the following tasks were undertaken: painting of buildings, classrooms and 
offices (over 10,000 sq m), roof repairs, installation of handrails and railings.
Another of the major challenges initiated in 2012 was the enhancement of the “Mascardi Camping” 
on the shores of Lake Mascardi, in San Carlos de Bariloche. Accesses were improved, as well as 
sanitary spaces, recreational areas, sanitary water infrastructure, and multipurpose facilities among 
other things.

Facilities
In relation to the management, maintenance and improvement of infrastructure facilities, we required 
a survey of the general state. To ensure their quality and safety, building audits were conducted in 
Punta Chica and Olivos; the result is a significant improvement in safety and operation in all buildings 
with respect to the audit of 2009.

The list includes: air conditioning, boilers and water heaters, lifting pumps, fire extinction, electrical 
panels, surge and atmospheric discharge (lightning rods) protection, elevators, emergency lighting 
systems, generators, resistance measurement in all grounding javelins as a yearly routine, UPS. 
Ensuring the proper functioning of these systems guarantees the availability and lower cost of 

In total, when taking into account the above mentioned financial aid programmes, 

in 2012 a total of $ 2.456.184.- (SASS and third party funding) was allocated 
to financial assistance, benefiting 63 families with 98 students.
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equipment replacement. Besides, it affords us an anticipated preview of the overall condition of the 
critical services.

Likewise, the improvement plans executed during 2012 were the following:

Fire Systems: Consolidating the plan for implementation of fire-extinguishing systems, measurement 
of pump performance and control of operation efficiency, reduction of fire load in depots in several 
locations, replacement of items that fail safety tests.

Electrical and grounding systems: Thermographic work in all main electrical panels in Olivos and 
Punta Chica, power quality analysis in input panels to detect phase unbalance, harmonics and low 
voltage, procurement of  equipment for measuring power quality and grounding.

Replacement of main panel in Punta Chica, replacement of power panel in the stage in the Olivos 
Primary Hall, installation of panels for connection of generators in Administration, Music, Art, 
Kindergarten in order to secure the availability of sanitary water in case of power failure by the utility.
Replacement of high consumption incandescent lights by LEDs in entrance hall of Secondary School, 
overall improvement of the electrical system in the Secondary School Data Center, installation 
of UPS with disassembly accessories  for maintenance at the following locations: Administration, 
Kindergarten Olivos, Head Master , Laboratories, in R. S. Peña 688, new power supply for critical 
services (data, pumps for sewage, water elevation and groundwater depressing) in the Secondary 
and Middle School building.

Replacement of 56 unprotected lighting appliances by protected ones in Olivos and Punta Chica, 
installation of periscopes in 42 Secondary School classrooms with wiring for Internet, sound, VGA 
and power, installation of 2 new grounding javelins in Olivos Primary and another in Olivos Secondary 
School for the improvement of electrical grounding.

Other tasks carried out were the load equalization of stays and metallic elements in the terraced roof 
of Primary School, the replacement of perimeter lighting in Olivos Primary School, and the repair of 
lighting columns in the Punta Chica playing fields.

Work teams
Our team consists of specialists in each area: building maintenance, electrical, sanitary, legal and 
administrative, field staff, and swimming pool. It consists of 14 people plus external collaborators 
(health and safety, environment, workplace services, food science issues, etc).

During 2012 training sessions were conducted dealing with two very important areas: electricity 
and BMS; both workshops were organized by outsourced professional trainers. Workshops were 

OTHER SCHOOL AREAS
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Infrastructure Operations

also conducted on internal communications and teamwork (with the premise of moving from 
maintenance and other schedules to an organization for achieving tasks and new challenges called 
“Internal Services”).

Fernando Mamotiuk
Facility Manager

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Datacenter: We have stabilized our critical server platform, moving our Datacenter to Telecom 
facilities in order to achieve standardization of services and improvements regarding performance 
and availability. We also have a 24x7 support with online monitoring for each service in production 
environment.

Telephony System: We have replaced our entire telephony platform for an Internet Protocol 
(IP) technology platform, thereby achieving improvements in functionality, capacity, support and 
availability. In addition, we have implemented an institutional line:  0810 555 7277 (SASS).

Wireless Networking: We replaced our entire wireless network platform for a more solid technology.
This allowed us to have a larger quantity of computers connected concurrently, and have a controlled 
and standardized centralized management.

Links: We have expanded and improved communication links, both to Internet and in the connection 
between sites, based on optical fiber links with a higher bandwidth.

Website: We have renovated the school website with a platform that will offer more and better 
information to families, teachers and students.

Help Desk: We have implemented a customer service desk in order to improve time and quality 
problem resolution, in all school sectors.

All requests are duly registered, categorized and measured, leading to a more efficient and controlled 
management and resulting in better service to our users.

Ruben Hawryluk
IT Manager
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Red San Andrés, Social Initiatives 2010

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

The fiscal year of 2012, which ended for St. Andrew’s on February 29th 2013, generated total revenues 
of $ 93,2 million and total operating expenses adding up to $ 91,7 million.  The net financial result for 
this period was $ 6,2 million, which produced a net final surplus of $ 7,7 million.

Total assets amount to $ 95,6 million, of which $ 30,3 million are current assets and approximately 
$ 65,3 million are non-current assets. Total liabilities amount to approximately $ 41,2  million, of   
which approximately $ 24,5 million are current liabilities and approximately $ 16,7 million non-current  
liabilities. Net worth is approximately $ 54,4 million. 

The school’s net working capital position (current assets minus current liabilities) adds to $ 5,8 million.

It is the school’s strategy to maintain a solid financial situation in order to face eventual contingencies 
or unexpected events during regular operation, as well as to build an infrastructure reserve that the 
school considers necessary to improve St. Andrew’s current facilities.

In 2012 our school operated at almost full capacity. Budget targets were met, despite a complex 
economic scenario.

Total income is mainly composed by tuition fees, invoiced on a monthly basis from March to 
December and one annual matriculation fee. Total expenses are mainly composed by staff salaries, 
plus general expenses and teaching materials.

The Capital Expenditures totaled $ 27,5 million, of which $ 4,3 million were invested in the regular 
maintenance and building upgrade projects and the acquisition of IT equipment, while $ 23,2 million 
pertain to the  works carried out in the Campus San Andrés.

During 2009, the school purchased a 16,3 hectare plot of land in San Fernando which was financed 
by means of a dollar-denominated mortgage on the plot itself. In October 2011 ACEESA obtained a 
loan from Banco de Galicia y Buenos Aires SA, in pesos for $ 5 million, for a period of three (3) years 
and at a fixed rate. The funds obtained through this loan were used, together with other ACEESA 
funds, to fully pre-cancel the dollar denominated mortgage mentioned above.

In October 2012, ACEESA obtained a mortgage-guaranteed loan from the Banco de Galicia y 
Buenos Aires SA for $15 million with an  amortization schedule of 36 monthly installments, the first 
one to be met on November 19th, 2013. This loan accrues interest on balances up to a rate of 15% 
per annum. The funds obtained from this loan were applied in their entirety to the construction of 
the Campus San Andrés project.

In line with the investment and financial requirements of the construction of the Campus (see 
Infrastructure Project: New Campus, page 17), ACEESA decided in December 2011to request  
authorization from the National Securities Commission (CNV) to create a programme for the issuance 
of corporate bonds. Once the public offering is authorized by the CNV, ACEESA may issue different 
classes and / or series of corporate bonds under the programme, which will be valid for 5 years from 
the date of authorization (or the maximum term as may be specified by future regulations that may 
apply).

Silvia Satas
CFO

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION

ACEESA´s Anual Financial Statements

%

100

80

60

40

20

0
Personnel Teaching MaterialGeneral Fixed Asset 

Depreciation

4%6%
19%

71%

REVENUES

General purpose - net

Specific purpose - net

Others

Total Revenues

91.4

1.3

0.5

93.2

EXPENSES

General administrative expenses 

Departmental expenses 

Fixed asset depreciation 

Total Expenses

7.4

80.9

3.4

91.7

Total assets 95.6

Final Surplus 7.7

15.5

13.4

1.1

0.3

30.3

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash and banks

Investments

Credits

Other Assets

Total current Assets

0.1

65.2

65.3

21.5

2.9

0.1

24.5

14.4

2.3

16.7

NON CURRENT ASSETS

Other credits

Fixed Assets

Total non current Assets

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Provisions 

Accounts payable

Specific funds

Total current liabilities

NON CURRENT LIABILITIES

Accounts payable

Provision

Total non current liabilities

Net financial surplus 6.2

Total liabilities 41.2

Total liabilities and net worth 95.6

Net worth 54.4

Source: ACEESA´s Annual Financial Statements, audited 
by Grand Thornton. 

Total Expenses 2012

71%

19%

6%

4%

65.2

17.7

5.4

3.4

91.7

Personnel

General

Teaching Material

Fixed Asset Depreciation

DANIEL ALEXANDER

ROBERT MURCHISON

GRACIELA RUGGERO

STEVEN DARCH

GABRIEL MATARASSO

ROBERTO BUNGE

ALBERTO ERMILI

GABRIELA MACAGNI

GERARDO  J. MUNIELLO

JUAN JOSE OCHOA

MATIAS GARCIA GUEVARA

NICOLAS CLUTTERBUCK

CRISTIAN TAHTA

GERARDO CROISSANT

LUCIO ANDRES

CHAIRMAN

VICE CHAIRMAN

TREASURER

SECRETARY

MEMBERS

SUBSTITUTES

STATUTORY AUDITOR

STATUTORY ALTERNATE AUDITOR

GABRIEL RSHAID

JULIAN CLARK (First Term)

SARAH HOWLING (Second Term)

SILVIA CRIADO

MICHAEL DUMBELL (First Term)

CHRISTOPHER BUCKLAND (Second Term)

VALERIA PIETRONAVE

XIMENA IBAÑEZ

GUSTAVO KAHL

CRISTIAN TAHTA

MARTIN UMARÁN

AGUSTIN ETCHEBARNE  

 
ACEESA Organisational Structure

ALBERTO ERMILI

MATIAS GARCIA GUEVARA

GERARDO MUNIELLO

RAFAEL SEOANE

JACKIE TRUZZELL

GUILLERMO CABANELLAS

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

HEADMASTER

SECONDARY SCHOOL HEAD

DIRECTOR OF STAFF

DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC & CURRICULAR ISSUES

DIRECTOR OF STUDENT SUPPORT & CARE

INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE

SCHOOL COMMITTEE 2012

ACADEMIC & NON-ACADEMIC STRUCTURE

ACEESA´s ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (IN MILLION OF $)
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INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE

ACEESA Organisational Structure

ST. ANDREW’S STAFF

ST. ANDREW’S STAFF
NAME SECTOR POSITION

ADELAIDE, Nikki
AGUILERA,Mario Concepcion
AGUILERA,Venancio
ALONSO, Miguel Angel
ALTIERI, Gisela
AMBERTIN, Adolfo Herman
ANASTASIA, Angelica Sara
ANGELIN, Igor
AQUINO, Ricardo Dionisio
ARANDA, Esteban
ARGENTO, Ana Victoria
ARGUELLES, Natalia Cristina
ASENJO, Maria del Pilar
ASOREY, Jorge Alberto
ASTESIANO, Gabriel Enrique
AYALA, Juan Rito
AYAM, Victoria
AYLING, Ana Carolina
AZUN, Dario Hernan
AZZATI, Viviana Silvia
BARBATO, Diana Ingrid
BARRIENTOS, Carlos Alberto
BARRIENTOS, Pablo Cesar
BATTIOLI, Valeria Carolina
BAYLEY, Marta
BECKER, Angeles Paula
BEEH, Greta
BELAICH, Leonardo Pedro
BELLO, Angeles
BENITEZ, Daniel Horacio
BENMERGUI, Patricia Mónica
BENVENUTO, Andrea
BERARDO IGLESIAS, Lucas Nicolas
BERARDO, Nestor Omar

SECONDARY
SECONDARY
ADMINISTRATION
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PUNTA CHICA  
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
ADMINISTRATION
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
SECONDARY
OLIVOS  
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
ADMINISTRATION
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA  
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
HHRR
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
HHRR
ADMINISTRATION
OLIVOS  

HEAD OF GEOGRAPHY DEPT.

LAB ASSISTANT
ORDERLIES
TEACHER
TEACHER
PRECEPTOR
HEAD OF TOK DEPT.
PE TEACHER
MAINTENANCE
HEAD OF HISTORY DEPT.
TEACHER
ACCOUNTING
TEACHER
PE TEACHER
HEAD OF YEAR 
MAINTENANCE
DEPUTY HEAD
HEAD OF SECTOR
IT HELP DESK
ART TEACHER
TEACHER
LAB ASSISTANT
SECURITY
ICT LAB ASSISTANT
TEACHER
TEACHER
ART TEACHER
OFFICER
TEACHER
TEACHER
HEAD OF SCIENCE DEPT.
HEAD OF SECTOR
IT HELP DESK
MAINTENANCE

MARISA MARQUEZ

DIANA MACLEAN

PATSY POUILLER (First Term)

MOIRA LUTTERAL DE McCALLUM (Second Term)

CORINNE MUNCK

CAROLINE AYLING

VICKY AYAM

PATSY DI NUCCI

DANIEL PUETA

SILVIA SATAS

ANA REPILA

ELIANA L. DE MOCORREA

MARTA CORDO

MA. ELENA DI PASQUO

LILA MACCHIAVELLO

CAMILA VILCINSKAS

MIDDLE SCHOOL COORDINATOR

PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY HEAD 

PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY DEPUTY HEAD

PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN HEAD

OLIVOS PRIMARY HEAD 

OLIVOS PRIMARY DEPUTY HEAD

OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN HEAD

PHYSICAL EDUCATION DIRECTOR

ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR 

ADMISSIONS DIRECTOR 

DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR 

LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE 

CONTROLLER 

ALUMNI

RED SAN ANDRES 

ACADEMIC & NON-ACADEMIC STRUCTURE

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

RONALDO WATSON - Chairman

CAROLA MARTIN - Vice Chairman

RICARDO MAC CARTHY - Treasurer

JACKIE TRUZZELL - Secretary

FUNDACIÓN SAN ANDRÉS

BOARD OF GOVERNORS 2012

RICARDO BELLER

ROBERTO BUNGE

NICOLAS DUCOTE

ALBERTO ERMILI

CRISTIAN HIBA

RICARDO MACCARTHY

CAROLA MARTIN

ANA MOSER

RICARDO PLACE

TERENCIO ROBERTS

JACKIE TRUZZELL

CARLOS WATSON
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ST. ANDREW’S STAFF

NAME SECTOR POSITION

BERTIN, Jonathan
BERTOTTO, Diego
BO, Maria Fernanda
BOCHATEY, María Mercedes
BODANI, Roberto Fabio
BOSIO, Maria Eugenia
BOYD, Josefina Carolina
BOYD, Valeria Ana
BREA MURPHY, Clara Maria
BROWNE, Valeria
BRUZZONI, Cecilia Irene
BRYANT, Brenda
BUCKLAND, Christopher Anthony

BUROLLEAU, Ana Laura
CALATAYUD, Monica Silvia
CAMARDON, Maria Luz
CANEPA, María Constanza

CANEPA, Maria Isolina
CANTARINI CARBONE, Mariano Agustín

CAPELUTO, Victor Isaac
CAPPAGLI, Paula
CAPRA, Claudio Eugenio
CARAMES, Sebastian Dario
CARDINALE, Agustina
CAROU,Maria Cecilia
CASAL, Patricia Monica
CASSERLY, Lucía
CASTALDI, Elba Rosa
CAZENAVE, Ines
CERVI SKINNER, Janine Elena
CERVI, Cecilia Noemi
CHAVEZ, Ysidro
CHENG, Hsiao Ling
CHEVALLIER BOUTELL, Carola Moni
CHIARA, Maria

SECONDARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
HHRR
ADMINISTRATION
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY

OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
SECONDARY

OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
SECONDARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
ADMINISTRATION
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
OLIVOS PRIMARY

TEACHER
HEAD OF BUSINESS  DEPT.
TEACHER
OFFICER
ORDERLIES
TEACHER
ASSISTANT TEACHER
TEACHER
LEARNING CENTRE
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
HEAD OF ACADEMIC 
& CURRICULUM 
TEACHER
TEACHER
PE TEACHER
HEAD OF MODERN FOREIGN 

LANGUAGES DEPT.

TEACHER
ASSISTANT
TEACHER
TEACHER
PE TEACHER
PE TEACHER
TEACHER
PE TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
ACCOUNTING
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
MAINTENANCE
TEACHER
TEACHER
DEPUTY HEAD

ST. ANDREW’S STAFF

NAME SECTOR POSITION

CHIGHIZOLA, Carolina
COBB, Andrew John
COBIELLA, Santiago Luis
COGLIATI, Alberto Luis
COLL, Stella Maris Silvia
COLOMBO, Nora Helena
COLOMBO, Romina
CORBETT, Julia Helen
CORIA, Juan Isidro
CORINO, Cecilia Elena
CORTEZ, Jorge Omar
COSSU, Liliana Noemi
CRIADO, Silvia Ines
CUESTA, Mariana
CURCI, Martina
DANNEVIG, Gloria Leonor
DAULTE, Diana
DAURAT, Paula Ines
DE CASO WARD, Maria Victoria Lilia
de LEON, Laura Cristina
de SAGASTIZABAL,Marta Susana
del RIO, Maria Luz
DERMEN, Tania
D’ESPOSITO, Jesus Daian
D’ESPOSITO, Leandro Gabriel
DI GENNARO, Ariel Rodolfo
DI PASQUO, Maria Elena
DI TADA, Maria Alejandra
DIAZ, Susana Gladys
DIETL, Silvia
DIETSCH, Maria Silvina
DILLON, Patricia Carola
DONADIO, Maria Florencia
DOS SANTOS, Claudio Daniel
DOTTA, Elena
DRAGONE, Maria Daniela
DUGGAN, Clara Eugenia

SECONDARY
SECONDARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA  
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
ADMINISTRATION
PUNTA CHICA  
OLIVOS
BOARD
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
OLIVOS
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY

TEACHER
HEAD OF YEAR 
PE TEACHER
LIFEGUARD
TEACHER
HEAD OF LTService/CAS
TEACHER
TEACHER
MAINTENANCE
TEACHER
PRINTING
TEACHER
HEAD OF STAFF 
TEACHER
RECEPTIONIST
LIBRARIAN
TEACHER
TEACHER
HEAD OF SPANISH DEPT.
PE TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
IT HELP DESK
SECURITY
 SUPERVISOR
ACCOUNTANT
TEACHER
JANITOR
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
SECURITY
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
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ST. ANDREW’S STAFF

NAME SECTOR POSITION

DUMBELL, Michael James
ECHAGUE, Leonidas
ECHENIQUE,Delfina del Carmen
ECHEVARRIA, Carmen
ELIZONDO, Sebastian
ESPOSITO, Sonia Patricia
EZQUERRA, Maria Dominique
FAIAD, Liliana Clelia
FALCON VELAZQUEZ,Porfirio
FANTIN, Constanza
FAVOTTI, Marcelo Victor
FERNANDEZ ALONSO, Pilar
FERNANDEZ GARRIDO, Pablo Serafin

FERNANDEZ, Mariana Ines
FERNANDEZ, Paola Andrea
FERRARI, Eliana Monica
FERREYRA, Oscar Guillermo
FLORES VIDAL PEÑA, Carolina
FONTANELLE, Gabriela
FORBES, Paulina Maria
FORCLA, Juan Angel
FRAGOLA, Martin
FROGONE, Julieta
FUMO, Romina Paola
FURLANETTO, Catalina Glenda
GAHAN, Melanie Patricia
GALARDI, Roberto Luis
GALINDO, Maria Silvina
GALLEGOS, Ana Carolina
GALVAN, Marcela Evelia
GANDOLFO, Jorge Martin
GANDSAS, Diana Beatriz
GARCIA ALVAREZ, Maria Laura
GARCIA CASALDERREY 
RODRIGUEZ, Cristina
GARCIA POSADAS, Silvia Susana
GARCIA TAVERNIER, Maria Lucila

SECONDARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA  
SECONDARY
ADMINISTRATION
SECONDARY
ADMINISTRATION
OLIVOS PRIMARY
ADMINISTRATION
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY

SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY

HEAD OF MATHS DEPT.
HEAD OF PRIMARY PE
PE TEACHER
ICT LAB ASSISTANT
MUSIC ASSISTANT
ART TEACHER
TEACHER
MUSIC TEACHER
MAINTENANCE
TEACHER
TREASURER
LEARNING CENTRE
IT HELP DESK
MUSIC TEACHER
PAYMENTS
SECRETARY
TEACHER / SECRETARY
TEACHER
PE TEACHER
TEACHER
ICT LAB ASSISTANT
TEACHER
SECRETARY
PE TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
PE TEACHER
PRECEPTOR
ASSISTANT TEACHER
JANITOR
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER

TEACHER
ASSISTANT TEACHER
TEACHER

ST. ANDREW’S STAFF

NAME SECTOR POSITION

GARRITANO DOMIZI, Priscila
GAZANEO, Mariana Mercedes
GHIRIMOLDI PIEGAS, Maria Soledad
GIL MARIÑO, Patricio
GIMENEZ,Marcelo Jorge
GIRALT, Maria Mercedes
GOITEA, Maria del Huerto
GOLDBERG, Evelina Judit
GOMEZ LLAMBI de OROMI, Luciano
GOMEZ, Ana Paula
GOMEZ, Veronica Ines
GONZALEZ ANAQUIN, Maria Soledad

GONZALEZ CENTURION, Elvio
GONZALEZ de la FUENTE 
HARTENSTEIN, Sofia Susana
GONZALEZ de LEON, Florencia
GONZALEZ, Marciano
GORDON, Miguel Francisco
GOSSN, Paula María
GOUTMANN NACAMULI, Cristina L.
GRANADO, Oscar Fidel
GRAVES E ISOD, Melina Miriam
GREGG, Hilary Jean
GRIMSDITCH, Mariana Jenni
GROSMAN, Brian Federico
GUELI SAAVEDRA, Jessica
GUELI SAAVEDRA, Marina
GULLON RIFFEL, Ingrid Carina
GURGONE, Diego Alejandro
GURGONE, Martín Leandro
HAWKINS, Cecilia Maria
HAWRYLUK, Ruben Norberto
HEIDENREICH, Analia Ivon
HERNANDO, Tomas Leon
HERRERA, Jonas Luis Alberto
HERZIG, Miguel Angel
HOPWOOD, Ana Dora

SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
ALUMNI
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA  

SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
PUNTA CHICA  
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
OLIVOS
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA  
OLIVOS
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
ADMINISTRATION
SECONDARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PUNTA CHICA  
BOARD
OLIVOS PRIMARY

PRECEPTOR
TEACHER
LEARNING CENTRE
TEACHER
TEACHER
ASSISTANT
JANITOR
TEACHER
MUSIC TEACHER
PRECEPTOR
TEACHER
TEACHER
MAINTENANCE

ASSISTANT
TEACHER
MAINTENANCE
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
SECURITY
TEACHER
SECRETARY
ICT LAB ASSISTANT
SECURITY
ASSISTANT TEACHER
ASSISTANT TEACHER
LEARNING CENTRE
SECURITY
SECURITY
TEACHER
HEAD OF ICT DEPT. 
TEACHER
PE TEACHER
SECURITY
OFFICER
TEACHER
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ST. ANDREW’S STAFF

NAME SECTOR POSITION

HORENSTEIN, Tomás Diego
HOWLING, Sarah Elizabeth
HSU, Hsiao Ching
HUERGO, Marcos
HUGHES, Ana Cristina
HUNTER, Cecilia Laura
IGLESIAS, Hernan Raul
IMENDE, Jorge Fernando
INGIMUNDSON, Bradley David
IPUCHE, María Lucila
JACOBS, Helen
JAMIESON, Andrea Patricia
KEENA, Josefina Ines
KERLAKIAN, Mariana
KERSTEN, Nora Cristina
KRAGELJ, Eliana Sabrina
LACKO, Mónica Cristina
LANGELLA, Eliana Carina

LAPERUTA, Hernan Leonardo
LARDIZABAL, Maria Cristina
LASCOMBES, Yvonne
LAUGA, Patricio Luis
LAVAGETTO POLLICH,Marina Elena
LAZARO, Javier Alfredo
LEERS, Andrea Paula
LEGUISA, Franco Fabian
LENIEK, Brenda Carol
LIGHTCAP, Richard John
LLANSO, Sebastián Carlos
LLOBENES, María Silvia
LLOBENES, Oscar Martin
LOGAN, Ana Margarita Moira
LOPEZ FERNANDEZ, Maria Ines
LOPEZ GIBSON, Mariela
LOPEZ VALLEJO, Ramiro Rene
LOPEZ VELERIS,Margarita Teresa

SECONDARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
HHRR
SECONDARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
SECONDARY
DEVELOPMENT 
& COMMUNICATIONS
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
OLIVOS
COMMUNICATIONS
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
SECONDARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
SECONDARY

TEACHER
HEAD OF SECTOR
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
PE TEACHER
OFFICER
HEAD OF ART DEPT
PE TEACHER
SECRETARY
TEACHER
LEARNING CENTRE
PE TEACHER
ASSISTANT TEACHER
ASSISTANT TEACHER
PRECEPTOR
HEAD OF SECTOR

DRAMA TEACHER
SECRETARY
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
PE TEACHER
ASSISTANT TEACHER
SECURITY
OFFICER
HEAD OF ENGLISH DEPT.
TEACHER
TEACHER
DRAMA TEACHER
LIBRARIAN
PSE COORDINATOR
TEACHER
PE TEACHER
TEACHER

ST. ANDREW’S STAFF

NAME SECTOR POSITION

LOSADA, Cecilia Graciela Maria
LOZADA, Patricia Silvia
LUCOTTI, Sabrina
LUONGO, Agustina
LUTTERAL, Corina
LUTTERAL, Juan Francisco
LUTTERAL, Moira
LYMAN, Scott Christopher
MACCHIAVELLO, Maria Hilda
MACLEAN, Diana Irene
MADERO, Agustina
MADERO, Florencia
MAMOTIUK, Fernando Raul
MANCUSI, Daniel Eduardo
MARGINET, Susana Amalia
MARINO, Victoria Lis
MARQUES, Guadalupe Anahí
MARQUEZ, Maria Elisa
MARTIN, Patricia Ines
MARTINEZ FERRO,Veronica Martha
MARTINEZ LOPEZ, Raquel María
MARTINEZ, Maria Cecilia
MAYER, Lucila
MC DOWELL, Tomas Benjamin
MEDRANO CASIMIRO, Eber Luis
MELIAN, Adolfo Dardo
MELIDONI,Cecilia Veronica
MELLANO, Santiago Carlos
MERELLO, Tomas Eugenio
MINVIELLE, Lucila
MOISES, Adriana Rita
MOLAS, Maria Florencia
MOLINA, Juan Pablo
MOLINA, Leonardo Fabian
MONACHINO, Marina Teresa
MONDOTTE, Florencia
MONTES, Alicia Susana

OLIVOS PRIMARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY
ALUMNI
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
MAINTENANCE
ADMINISTRATION
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY
ADMINISTRATION
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY
 PRIMARY & SECONDARY
BOARD
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
ADMISSIONS
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
SECONDARY

TEACHER
PE TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
 HEAD OF SECTOR
TEACHER
COORDINATOR
HEAD OF SECTOR
LEARNING CENTRE
MUSIC TEACHER
SUPERVISOR
PURCHASING
TEACHER
TEACHER
SUPERVISOR
MIDDLE SCHOOL HEAD
TEACHER
SECRETARY
TEACHER
TEACHER
ICT LAB ASSISTANT
TEACHER
JANITOR
TEACHER
MUSIC TEACHER
CHESS INSTRUCTOR
HEAD OF MUSIC DEPT.
STRATEGIC PLANNING 
TEACHER
LEARNING CENTRE
ASSISTANT
LAB ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT TEACHER
TEACHER
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NAME SECTOR POSITION

MOORE, Carolina
MORGAN, Margaret Lizzie
MULLER, Veronica
MUNCK, Ana Corina
NARANJO, Rodrigo Martin
NATTKEMPER, Marta Helena
NICOSIA, Monica Lidia
NIELSEN, Astrid Yvonne Maersk
OBREGON, Marcos Ramon
OLMOS, Jonatan Ariel
OTTINO, Joaquina
PACE, Jose Luis
PAIS, Gabriela Amanda
PAPAZIAN, Sylvia
PARENTE, Alejandro Matías
PARODI, Veronica
PASTENE, Maria Jose
PEAGUDA, Ninón Inés
PEYRALLO, Mora
PIAGGIO, Maria de la Paz
PIAZZA, Claudia Marta
PIERUCCI, Carla Maria
PIETRONAVE, Maria Valeria
PINTO, Maria Elisa de Pompeya
PIÑERO, Silvina Maria
PISANO, Gabriel Eduardo
PLUNKETT, Corina Catalina
POKLEPOVICH CARIDE, Horacio
POLLITZER, Ines
PONS ILLA, Ricardo Gustavo
PONS ILLA,Maria Elena
PONZO, Carolina Amanda
PORCELLI, Romina Valeria
PUETA, Daniel Horacio
QUAGLIA, Maria Alejandra
QUINTERO, Marta Liliana
RAMAUGE, Juana

OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
ADMINISTRATION
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA  
SECONDARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
SECONDARY
ADMINISTRATION
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
ADMINISTRATION
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
BOARD
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN

TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
HEAD OF SECTOR
BUDGETING
ICT COORDINATOR
TEACHER
TEACHER
MAINTENANCE
PRECEPTOR
PE TEACHER
TEACHER
INVOICING
TEACHER
IT INFRASTRUCTURE 
ICT COORDINATOR
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
SECRETARY
TEACHER
TEACHER
LIBRARIAN
TEACHER
TEACHER
SECRETARY
PROJECT MANAGER
ASSISTANT TEACHER
ICT LAB ASSISTANT
LEARNING CENTRE
SECRETARY
LEARNING CENTRE
HEAD OF SECTOR
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER

NAME SECTOR POSITION

RAVAGNAN, Agustina
RECALDE, Guadalupe Melania
REPILA, Ana Magdalena
RINGLER, Omar Enrique
RIOS, Silvia
ROBERTS, Karen
ROBLES, Andres
ROIGE, Gaston Oscar
ROLDAN, Delfina Maria
ROMANO, Maria Paula
ROSSI, Maria Gabriela
RSHAID de RETES, Gabriel Fabian
RUBENS Y ROJO, Verónica
RUBINI, Daniela
RUIZ, Alejandro Fabian
SABELLA, Silvana Alejandra
SALAS, María
SALTUS, Alistair Pezzini
SAN MARTINO, Maria Candelaria
SANCHEZ PEÑA, Lara
SANCHEZ, Cecilia Beatriz
SANCHEZ, Fernando Sebastian
SANCHEZ, Maria Laura
SANGUINETTI, Maria Elena
SANTANA MACKINLAY, Jennifer Leslie

SANTINI, Flavia
SANTORO, Maria Mercedes
SATAS Silvia Laura
SAUBIDET, Paula
SAUYER, Gustavo Romulo Fernando
SAVANTI, Luciana
SCAPARRO, Oscar Alejandro
SELLAN, Ana Cecilia
SENGENBERGER STIRLING, Sofia
SERRANO, Romina Ayelen
SILVA, Guillermo Martin
SINGER, Debora

PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
ADMISSIONS
PUNTA CHICA  
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
OLIVOS
OLIVOS
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
SECONDARY
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
HEADMASTER
SECONDARY
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
SECONDARY
ADMINISTRATION
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
ADMINISTRATION
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
OLIVOS
SECONDARY
OLIVOS
SECONDARY
HEADMASTER
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN

TEACHER
ASSISTANT TEACHER
HEAD OF SECTOR
MAINTENANCE
TEACHER
ASSISTANT TEACHER
SECURITY
SECURITY
TEACHER
LEARNING CENTRE
SECRETARY
HEADMASTER
TEACHER
SECRETARY
HEAD OF ICT DEPT.
OFFICER
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
MAINTENANCE
LAB ASSISTANT
SET DESIGNER
ICT LAB ASSISTANT
SECRETARY
LEARNING CENTRE
HEAD OF SECTOR
PSE COORDINATOR
SECURITY
HEAD OF YEAR 
SECURITY
TEACHER
SECRETARY
JANITOR
PE TEACHER
ASSISTANT TEACHER
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NAME SECTOR POSITION

SOLERNO, Alejandro Santiago
SONEYRA, Sabrina Victoria
SOSA, Gladys Edith
SPIKERMANN, Guillermo
STAMMERS, Christopher Clive
STANIZZO, Maria Laura
STUART MILNE, Mia
SUEVO, Graciela Emilse
TABOADA, Juan Carlos
TABORDA, Martin Augusto
TAYLOR, Victor Sebastian
TEMPLE, Alexandra Maria
TEMPLE, Carolina Michelle
TEXO, Alejo Luis
THOMAS, James Edward
THOMPSON, Adrienne Haydee
THOROGOOD, Keith Steven
TORRES, Graciela Cristina
TREACY, Jacqueline Ana
TRIPODI, Paula Andrea
UBALTON, Daniel Horacio
URQUIZA, Monica Gabriela
VALCARCEL, Maria Estela
VALDES, Tomas
VALIENTE, Julia
VAN HAUVART, Brenda Tamara
VARELA, Ana María
VARELA, Andrés Matías
VENTURA, Juan Pablo

VERA, Juan Hector
VERGARA, Andres Patricio
VILASETRU, Mario Daniel
VILCINSKAS, Camila
VILLALBA, Mauricio
VILLAMIL, Matias Alberto

SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
SECONDARY
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
SECONDARY
OLIVOS
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
SECONDARY
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN
OLIVOS PRIMARY
OLIVOS
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY

OLIVOS
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
RED SAN ANDRES
PUNTA CHICA  
SECONDARY

HEAD OF YEAR 
TEACHER
JANITOR
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
ASSISTANT TEACHER
TEACHER
MAINTENANCE
PE TEACHER
TEACHER
LEARNING CENTRE
TEACHER
SECRETARY
HEAD OF YEAR 
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
LEARNING CENTRE
SECURITY
TEACHER
TEACHER
PE TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
PIANIST
TEACHER / LEARNING 
CENTRE
MAINTENANCE
AUDIOVISUALS
HEAD OF YEAR 
COORDINATOR
SECURITY
MUSIC TEACHER 
& BAND DIRECTOR

NAME SECTOR POSITION

VILLANUEVA, Ines Maria
VILLARINO, Julian Federico
VILLARROEL, Liliana Nelida
WALDMAN, Paula Rosana
WEIJSENFELD,Patricia Maria
WILD, Patricia
WILKINSON, Ana Elena
WILLIAMS, Diana Alicia
WIMAN,Lilia Cristina Carmen
WITECKI, Margaret Anne
WOHLFEILER, Federico
YELPEZ, Mariana Lia
YOUNG, Moira Cecilia
ZACARIAN, Claudia Marcela
ZANOCCHI, Florencia Ana
ZLATKOWICZ, Sergio Damian

PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN
OLIVOS PRIMARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
SECONDARY
SECONDARY
OLIVOS PRIMARY
ADMINISTRATION
SECONDARY
PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY
OLIVOS

TEACHER
PE TEACHER
RECEPTIONIST
TEACHER
TEACHER
HEAD OF SECTOR
TEACHER
SECRETARY
LIBRARIAN
TEACHER
TEACHER
TEACHER
SECRETARY
TEACHER
TEACHER
MAINTENANCE
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